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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
When John Keats died in 1821 only a relatively small 
circle appreciated and enjoyed his poetry. However, his poetic 
reputation grew rapidly and, in 1880, Matthew Arnold was led to 
1 
write enthusiastically, -He is, he is with Shakespeare." As 
the admiration for Keats's poetry increased, it was only natu-
ral that a corresponding curiosity about other aspects of his 
work should develop. At first,rhowever, this interest in Keats 
was restricted primarily to more or less interesting details of 
biography until about thirty-five years ago, when an unprece-
dented concern for his philosophy and mental development sprang 
up. What type of man, it was asked, could write such remark-
able poetry before the age of twenty-six, Must he not have had 
an equally remarkable mind~ and would not his thoughts on life 
and art be worth investigation? The extent of the investiga-
tion provoked by this curiosity can be gauged by the great 
number of books and articles on Keats's philosophy of art and 
1 Matthew Arnold, "John Keats," The En~11Sh Poets, ed. 
Thomas Humphry Ward (London, 1880), IV, 43 • 
1 
2 
2 life that have been published within the last thirty-five years. 
These reoent studies depend primarily on two sources. 
Keats's poetry and his letters. There is, in fact, little else 
to depend upon exoept a few brief reviews that appeared in con-
temporary periodioals and some marginalia from his oopies of 
the work of Milton and Shakespeare. It is fortunate, therefore, 
for the reader s,eeking to identify Keats's poetio prinoiples 
and his views on the nature of art that so many of his letters 
have been preserved; and even more fortunate that in these 
letters Keats so otten philosophizes about his art. It might 
be expected in view of this common source of information--
restricted, yet highly informstive--that oritios who oase their 
studies on the letters should agree in identifying the basio 
prinoiples of Keats's poetic theory; but suoh is not the oase. 
It seems signifioant that although almost all the reoent studies 
based on Keats's letters agree in identifying oertain statements 
to be found in the letters as ·key~ statements for Keats's 
theory ot poetry, they frequently disagree quite widely in 
their interpretations of these statements. Keats's remarks may 
2 See J.R. MaoGillivray, Keatsl ! Bibliography and ReferenoE! 
Gu1d~ (Toronto, 1949), pp. 113-188 for a oomplete listing to 
1949. Sinoe that time several tull-length works have been 
published inoluding E.R. Wasserman, !h! Finer Tone (Baltimore, 
1953); J.M. Murry, Keats (New York, 1955); Robert Gittings, 
~ ~ 2t Keats (Cambridge, Mass., 1956); and E.C. Pettet, Qn ~ ~Qetry ~ Keats (Cambridge, Eng., 1957). 
3 
be ambiguous, and their ambiguity may be the main souroe of dis-
agreement among the critios; but it is also possib1e--and this 
supposition has re1evanoe for the present study--that muoh of 
the disagreement among oritios results from their diverse 
aesthetio theories and lack of oommon ground for interpretation. 
This study is ooncerned with the theories that Keats 
developed about the art of poetry. It does not propose to offer 
new interpretations of his oritioa1 principles, but, rather, to 
provide a clear and organized framework for analysis of his 
statements. The method used will be similar to that of M.H. 
Abrams in ~ Mirror and !h! Lamp3 and to the implied method of 
4 
the so-oa11ed "Chioago school" of oritics. 
The terms whioh most frequently appear in, or are implied 
by, any disoussion of poetic art are poet. poem, poetry, ~nd 
audienoe (which includes effect); and the direction in which a 
speoific work of critioism is oriented can otten be determined 
by the relative frequenoy with whioh these terms, or their 
synonyms, occur. 
The term ~ refers to the author of a given work and, 
partiou1ar1y, to the qualities of his mind. In critioisms 
3M•H• Abrams, 'the Mirrrr and ill Lampl Romantic Theory 
~ ~ Qr1t&cal Tradition New York, 1953), pp. 3-29. 
4see R.S. Crane, ed., Critics ~ Critioism (Chicago, 1952). 
4 
which stress the importance o~ the poet and his function, it is 
these qualities, not the eventual work of art, that are exam-
ined. In such criticisms, poetry is usually considered as "the 
5 language of the imagination and the passions"; and the poet is 
considered a special kind of person, ~A Foet is a nightingale, 
who sits in darkness and sings to oheer its own solitude with 
6 
sweet sounds.- Elder Olson remarks that extreme oriticisms ot 
this order "reduce the art-produot almost to a by-product of 
7 the artistic oharacter." Although this type of criticism was 
used long ago by Longinus in the tirst halt of his essay Qn !a! 
Sublime, it has been the critics of the last oentury and a halt, 
writing in the romantic tradition. ,who have been its most con-
siatent champions. 
The term ~ refers to the work of art, and critioisms ot 
the poem consider the subject, the structure, and the language 
of a work. Treatment of the poem often forms part of a more 
comprehensive criticism, as, for example, in Aristotle's 
Egetigs and Dryden's An ~§aY Ql Drama~ic Poesy. 
5William Hazlitt, "an Poetry in General,· ~ Complete 
Works ~ William Hazlitt, ed. P.P. Howe (London, 1930), V;l. 
6percy Bysshe Shelley, flA Defence of Poetry,· ~ Complete 
!Qrks 2t Percy Bl§§he Sbell~, ed. Roger Ingpen and Walter E. 
Peck (London, 1930), VII, 116. 
7wOutline of Poetic Theory,- Critics ~ Criticism, p. 551. 
5 
The term Rgetr~ refers to art itself, and oritioism pri-
marily concerned with this aspect usuaily directs the discussion 
to the philosophy or theory of art in general. An example of 
this approach to criticism can be found in Coleridge's 
Bi~graPbia Literaria and in the various criticisms distinguishing 
scienoe and poetry, such as I.A. Richards' Scienoe and ~oetrY. 
The term ay4ience refers to the reader and is associated 
with the effeot of poetry. Criticism concerned primarily with 
this aspeot usually considers art as a means to an end, 8D.d the 
discussion often revolves around the particular end desired and 
the effectiveness of poetry, or the poem, or the poet, in 
achieving it. This is the ap?roach of Sir Philip Sidney in his 
An APologY for Poetry and of the writings of many of the neo-
classical critics who held that the purpose of poetry was to 
instruot through pleasing. 
This fourfold orientation of criticism is by no means 
absolute, and no one of the four aspeots (or oategories) oan be 
isolated from the other three. It is nonetheless possible to 
note in enJT piece of criticism a preferenoe for. or emphasis on, 
one of the four terms, whether or not this preferenoe is made 
expli.oit. 
The purpose of this thesis, then, is to organize Keats's 
statements about the nature of poetry into four major divisior18 
analogous to the four designations just defined, and to disouss 
6 
the relationship ot eaoh to his poetio principles. The result-
ing study, it is hoped, will present an orderly analysis of 
Keats's aesthetic theory. 
The primary source for this study will be The Letters 2! 
8 Jobn Keatl, : but Keats's poetry will be oited oooasionally to 
amplify SOIll~ point; and the writings of Keats's critics will be 
used tor corroboration and, oooasionally, to illustrate the 
extent to which their interpretations vary. Some of these 
oritics treat much of the material coming within the scope of 
this study, but none of them has attempted an organization 
based on the four oategories. Frequently, as in ~ Evolution 
9 10 2t Keats' Poetrl and 2n in! 1getry 2t ieats, the information 
found in the letters is used mainly to support an interpretation 
11 
ot the poetry; or, as in Keats and §hakespeare and The Mind 2! 
12 John Keats, the letters are used to supply evidenoe tor 
8 John Keats, IS! Letter, 2t John Keats, ed. Hyder Edward 
Rollins, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1958). These volumes will 
henoetorth be known as Letters. Quotations in this study in-
clude the editor's emendations. 
9 Claude Lee Finney, The iXolution 2l Keats' poetrY, 2 vols. 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1936). 
lOE.C. Pettet, Qn:ll:a Poetry 2I. Keats (Cambridge, Eng., 
1957). 
l1Jobn Middleton Murry, Keats and Shakespeare a ! Study 2! 
Keats' foetic Life from 1816 12 1820 (London, 1925). 
1 6 :2Clarenoe D. Thorpe, The Min~ 2! John Keats (New York, 
7 
tracing Keats's mental development, and, consequently, their 
chronology is the overriding consideration. Although some 
account of chronology and development may be desirable in this 
paper, these will always be subordinated to the main purpose of 
this research, which is to identify the character of Keats's 
criticism by gauging the relative significance to him of the 
four oategories of poet, poem, poetry, and audienoe. 
There exists a remarkable record of Keats's personality 
and of his more serious thoughts upon life and art in the 
letters that he wrote to his friends and relatives between 1814 
and 1821. Without any oonsideration that these letters would 
one day be oolleoted and published, Keats felt free to discuss 
his ideas on a variety of subjeots in an uninhibited manner. 
Anyone who reads these letters soon beoomes aware that he is 
reading very personal documents and that the ideas expressed in 
them were dear to the writer. However, the advantage that these 
letters offer of seeing into the heart and mind of a great poet 
is partially offset by their very informality. Theories are 
begun but not developed, statements are made but not olarified; 
words are never defined and, apparently, one word can have sev-
eral meanings; and there is a frequent lack of continuity, not 
only from letter to letter, but also within individual letters. 
Sometimes, too, Keats's impetuosity led him to declare himself 
on a subjeot and, in subsequent letters, to express the 
8 
opposite point of view almost as ardently. Indeed. he refers 
J 13 to himself as the ·oamelion [!is Poett~ and statesl *1 have 
14 
not one Idea ot the truth of any of my speculations.* In an 
article oonoerning these oontradiotions, R.D. Havens says that 
ftit is essential for a sound understanding of Keats to realize 
that he passed rapidly from one position to another almost its 
opposite end then back again to the first, and that he felt and 
expressed the opinions of the moment as if they were the in-
alterable oonviotions of a lifetime •• 15 Keats admits his own 
inoonsistenoies when he writesl ftif I soribble long letters 1 
must play my vagaries. • • • I must play my draughts as I pleas~ 
and for my advantage and your erudition, crown a white with a 
\ 
blaok, or a black with a white, and move into blaok or white, 
far and near as I please--I must go from Hazlitt to Patmore, 
16 
and make Wordsworth and Coleman play at leap-frog.· Despite 
these occasional *vagaries· and the fragmentary oharaoter of 
muoh of the oritioism, some strongly held oonvictions persist 
throughout the letters, and it is possible to oatalogue and 
13Letter§, I, 387. 
14 ~., 243. 
15R•D• Havens, ·Unreoonciled Opposites in Keats," ~ 
(Ootober, 1935), 290. 
16~ett~rl' I, 279. 
9 
analyse Keats's references to the oategories of poet, poem, 
poetrY, and audienoe, and to determine their relative importanoe 
in his critioism. 
CHAPTER II 
THE pom 
~. In his letters, and in his poetry, Keats frequently con-
siders the nature of the poet. He concerns himself with the 
qualities of mind and feeling befitting a great poet, with the 
best way to secure such qualities, and with identifying the 
function of the poet ~1c-' This concern for the nature of the poet 
is not surprising, for, as Abrams points out. *A1most all the 
major critics of the English romantic g6neration phrased defi-
ni tiona or key sts.tements showing a parallel alignment from 
work to poet. Poetry 1s the overflow, utterance, or projeotion 
of the thoughts and feelings of the poet; or else (in the ohief 
variant formulation) poetry is defined in terms of the imagina-
tive process which modifies and synthesizes the images, thought~ 
1 
and feelings of the poet." 
AlthoUfth Keats's criticism best fits Abrams's "variant 
formulation· (he frequently defined poetry "in terms of the 
imaginative process"), he did not subscribe who1e-hearted1y to 
1 Abrams, ~ Mirror ~ ~ ~, pp. 21-22. 
10 
11 
the oontemporary romantic notion of the poet. In spite of the 
undeniable influence of the other romantio poets and critios 
(espeoially Wordsworth and Hazlitt) on him, Keats was able to 
stand apart from them and censure their faults and excesses 
dispassionately. In February ot 1818, Keats refers to Words-
worth as an egotist, and statesc "Every man has his specula-
tions, but every man does not brood and peacock over them ttll 
2 he makes false coinage and deceives himself-; and seven months 
later, he again mentions *the wordsworthian [sic~ or egotistical 
sublime*3as opposed to his own poetic cnaraoter. Such ego-
4 tistical poets are "all mock lyrists, large self-worsnippers· 
and are among the second worst of men' "The worst of men are 
those whose selt interests are their pass1on--the next those 
whose passtons are their self-interest. lt5 
In spite of these rejections, Keats does not deny Words-
worth's poetic ability and writes that "he is a great Poet if 
6 
not a Philosopher"; and Kesta's disclaimers ot the romantio 
2 t~tter~, I, 223. 
3~., 387. 
4JOhn Keats, The Fall of I~perion, in The Poetical Works 
g1 ~ohn Keats, ed.~W:-Garrod London, 19Sb); p. 408. This' 
volume will henceforth be known as i.oetical Work~. 
5Letters, II, 242. 
6 Ibid •• I, 237. 
12 
egotism do not keep him from a typically romantic absorption in 
poetry. ~I find that I cannot exist without poetry--without 
eternal poetry--half the day will not do--the whole of it--I 
7 began with a little, but habit has made me a Leviathan.- He 
later refers to poetry as -those abstractions which are my only 
8 life," and a month after this, remarks a -The only thing that 
can ever affect me personally for more than one short passing 
Q 
day, is any doubt about my powers tor poetry."~ In noting this 
fervor, E.C. Pettet mak€·s the following comment. "To all of 
them [the romantic poets], except Byron, poetry was the new 
10 
religion and all true poets its high dedicated priests. 1t 
Keats was seriously ooncerned with the nature of this "true 
poet"; for, more than any other one subjeot, he oonsidered the 
poetic character in his letters. 
To a very large extent Keats's remarks on his art are oon-
oerned with what Abrams desoribes as "the imaginative process 
whioh modifies and synthesizes the images, thoughts, and teel-
11 ings of the poet. 1t In consequenoe, approximately half ot this 
7 Lett era, I, 133. 
8~.t 370. 
9Iill,., 404. 
10pettet, Qn the Pgetry 2! Keata, p. 293. 
11 Abrams, p. 22. 
13 
ohapter will be devoted to Keats's views on the poetic imagina-
tion, and, particularly, to his overriding conoern with the 
manner in whioh the imagination perceives truth. The remainder 
of the ohapter will treat, in turn, Keatsts theories on "nega-
tive oapability," the identifioation of the poet with his 
poetio objeot, the plaoe of learning in the formation of the 
poet, the value of experience to the poet, and the plaoe of the 
poet in society. 
-Ai. 
I.. The characteristic of the nature of the poet that Keats 
mentions most frequently is the imagination. This is not 
surprising, for, a belief in the importance of the imagination 
was, perhaps, the most common oharacteristio·of the poets of the 
romantic age. They frequently theorizeQ upon the operation of 
the imagination; and in the B*ographia Literaria, Coleridge 
explains its mode of operation. "It dissolves, diffuses, 
dissipates, in order to re-oreate. or where this prooess is ' 
rendered impossible, yet still at all events it struggles to 
idealize and to unify • .,12 Shelley, too, attributes a oreative 
aotivity to the imagination and he defines it as "mind acting 
upon ••• thoughts so as to colour them with its own light, 
and oomposing from them, as from elements, other thoughts, each 
12 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, B108raphia Literaria, in The 
Complete Works ~ Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. W.G.T. Shedd 
(New York, 1884), III, 364. 
14 
13 
containing within itself the principle of its own integrity." 
Keats believed in the imagination as the prime agent of 
perception. In 1819. he enthusiastically quoted William Haz-
litt'e assertion that the imagination is superior to pure 
reason and the moral sense. 14 / In an early poem, Keats consid-
ered this imaginative power to be something akin to simple 
inspiration. On oertain propitious occasions, the poet would 
be stimulated into a state of ecstasy and, while in this trance-
like state, certain beauties would be revealed to him. In 1816 
he wrotea 
But there are times when those that love the bay, 
Fly from all sorrowing far. tar away; 
A sudden glow comes on them, naught they see 
In water, earth, or air, but poesy. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • when a Poet is in such a trance, 15 
In air he sees white coursers paw and prance. 
However, the imagination soon became, for Keat~more than a 
simple image-making faculty aroused by a sudden inspiration. 
It became a speoial insight of the artist. one whioh enabled 
16 him "to see beyond" his ~bourne"& 
13 Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry." Complete Works, VII, 109. 
l4Letters, II, 74-75. 
l5wEpistle to George Keats," Poetioal Works, p. 26. 
16 
"To J.H. Reynolds, Esq.," Poetical Works, p. 383. 
To his sight 
The husk of natural objeots opens quite 
To the core; and every seoret essence there 
Reveals the elements of good and fair; 17 
Making him see, where Learning hath no light. 
1; 
A similar revelation ocours to the poet in !t!!.Fall Q! tI"yperion, 
~nere he receives a visionary rewardJ 
• • • whereon there grew 
A power within me of enormous ken 
To see as a god sees, and take the depth 
Of things as nimbly as the ~~tward eye 
Can size and shape pervade. 
In Keats's view the poetic imagination is, at times, a 
souroe of joy to the poet. It enables him to see beauty in all 
things. in the ~alertness of a Stoat or the anxiety of a Deer.~9 
It also allies him with the imaginative world of great litera-
tures *I feel more and more every day, as my imagination 
strengthens, that I do not live in this world alone but in a 
\, 
thousand worlds--No sooner am I alone than shapes of epio great-
ness are stationed around me, and serve my Spirit the offioe 
(ot) whioh is equivalent to a king's body guard--then 'Tragedy, 
20 
with a scepter'd pall, comes sweeping by.'" fl.t other times, 
the imagination oan show the poet the ugliness in naturel 
l1_The Poet," Poetical WorkS, p. 419. 
le~Qetic~l W2rks, p. 410. 
19Lett~rs, II, 80. 
20Ibid., It 403. Editor's emendation. 
••• but I saw 
Too far into the sea, where every maw 
The greater on the less feeds evermore.--
But I saw too distant into the core 
Of an eternal fierce destruotion. 21 
And so from happiness I was far gone. 
16 
Keats onoe referred to the imagination as the rudder of 
22 poetry; and, e~,:t.-~J!.--.oe~1)lla1:''''''Pe·rrO'(rfr''~''''(\oubt. he be-
lieved that this rudder would guide the poet toward truth. 
Whether he seeks it or not, truth 1s revealed to the poet 
through the imaginative experienoe. Keats. has pointed out a.:i 
leas~· one passagefn his poetry' whi.Qj). he considered to be a 
truth peroeived by the imagination. In a letter to his pub-
23 lisher, Keats asks that several lines of Endl!1on be altered. 
These are the lines which introduce a famous passage on the 
gradations of happiness. They appear in the letter as follows. 
Wherein lies Happiness? In that whioh becks 
CUr ready Minds to fellowship divine; 
A fellowship with essenoe, till we shine 
Full alobymized and tree ot spaoe. Beho~~ 
The olear Religion of heaven--fold &0--
The passage in Endxmion presents a hierarchy of pleasures. a 
.Pleasure Thermometer" Keats oal1s it; and he refers to this. 
21 
"To J.H. Reynolds, Esq.,- Poetioal Works, p. 383. 
22Letter!, I, 170. 
23 ' ~., 218. 
24In Poetical Works, p. 74, the capitalization in the lines 
is modernized and the punotuation slightly altered. 
17 
passage as ~a regular stepping of the Imagination towards a 
Truth ... 25 The -truth- is,. apparently, the nature or the great-
est happiness---the chief intensity·--which is nothing more than 
lovel 
• • • but at the tip-top, 
There hangs by unseen film, an orbed drop 
Of light, and that is love •••• 26 
Keats wrote this letter about Indymion to his publisher in 
January. 1818, only seventeen months after he had desoribed the 
imagination as a simple, ecstatic agent of revelation in the 
"Epistle to George Keats-; and his reference to the "stepping 
of the Imagination towards a Truth- indicates the ~pid devel-
\ 
opment of his concept of the imagination. \~ 
"M",./f 
What is, perhaps, Keats's most signifioant statement about 
the imagination was made about two months earlier in a letter 
to Benjamin Bailey dated November 22, 1817. This letter in-
cludes a passage which beginsl "0 I wish I was as certain of ttle 
end of all your troubles as that of your momentary start about 
the authentioity ot the Imagination.- In the passage that tol-
lows, Keats examines the relation of the imagination to truth 
and to beauty; and this passage, together with the tinal lines 
of the "Ode on a Grecian Urn," has caused possibly more 
25 ~etter8, I, 218. 
26poetioal WQrks, p. 75. 
18 
speoulation and disputation among critios than any other single 
remark of Keats's. This passage is very important, and, in 
spite of its length, must be quoted in its entirety. 
o I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troubles 
as that of your momentary start about the authenticity of 
the Imagination. I am oertain of nothing but of the 
holiness of the Heart t s affeotions and. the truth of Imagin-
ation--What the imagination seizes as Beauty must be truth 
--whether it existed before or not--tor I have the 8ame 
Idea of all our Passions as ot Love they are all in their 
sublime, oreative of essential Beauty--In a Word, you may 
know my favorite Speculation by mytirst Book and the 
little song I llI'ent in my last--whioh is a representation 
from the fancy of the probable mode of operating in these 
Matters--The Imagination may be oompared to Adam's dream 
--he awo~e and found it truth. I am the more zealous in 
this affair, beoause I have never yet been able to per-
oeive how any thing oan be known tor truth by consequitive 
reasoning--and yet it must be--Can it be that even the 
greatest Philosopher ever arrived at his goal without put-
ting aside numerous objeotions--However it may be, 0 for 
a Life of sensations rather than of Thoughts! It is 'a 
Vision in the form of Youth' a Shadow ot reality to oome--
and this consideration has further oonvinoed me for it has 
oome as auxiliary to another favorite Speoulation of mine, 
that we shall enjoy ourselves here atter by having what 
we called happiness on Earth repeated in a tiner tone and 
so repeated--AUd yet suoh a fate can only befall those who 
delight in sensation' rather than hunger as you do after 
Truth--Adamts dream will do here and seems to be a oon-
viotion that Imagination and its empyreal reflection is the 
same as human Lite and its spiritual repetition. But as I 
was saying--the simple imaginative Mind may have its 
rewards in the repetition of its own silent Working ooming 
continually on the spirit with a tine suddenness--to oom-
pare great things with small--have you never by being sur-
prised with an old Me10dy--in a de1ioious place--by a 
delioious voioe, felt over again your very speculations 
and surmises at the time it first operated on your soul--
do you not remember torming to yourself the singer's face 
more beautiful than it was possible and yet with the 
elevation of the Moment you did not think so--even then 
you were mounted on the Wings of Imagination so high--
19 
that the Prototype ~ust be here after--that delioious faoe 
you will see. 27 
There are three distinot ideas interwoven throughout this 
passage. (1) the superiority of the imagination as a peroeptive 
faoulty--the ~authentioity of the Imagination,· (2) the imag-
ination as a faoulty whioh peroeives truth through an apprehen-
sion of beauty; -What the imagination seizes as Beauty must be 
truth,· and (;) the imagination as a presage of a later life--
a oonviotion that ·we shall enjoy ourselves here after by having 
what we oalled happiness on Earth repeated in a finer tone and 
so repeated.- The first idea--that of the superiority of the 
imagination over reason--is the most olearly presented and, 
therefore, the most easily understood. Here Keats affirms the 
notion that knowledge obtained through imagination is more 
reliable than that obtained through reason. He proolaims his 
indifferenoe to reason--ftO for a Life of Sensations rather than 
ot Thoughts-; and he olaims that the imaginative man, rather 
than the reasonable man. will be rewarded ·here after-, "And 
yet suoh a fate can only betall those who delight in sensation 
rather than hunger as you do after Truth.-
It 1s the interpretation ot the seoond s,peculation--that 
the imagination is a faoulty which peroeives truth through an 
27 Letlers, I, 184-185. 
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apprehension of beauty-that ha.s caused so mu.ch disagreement 
28 
among critics. To illustrate the varying explanations of this 
passage, the interpretations of John Middleton Murry29 and 
Newell F. Ford30 might be noted here. In a discussion of 
EndymiQn, Murry considers the following excerpt trom the letter 
quoted above, ttr am oertain of nothing but of the holiness ot 
the Heart's affections, and the t~Jth of Imagination--What the 
Imagination seizes as Beauty must be Truth--whether it existed 
before or not--tor I have the same idea of all our Passions as 
ot Love they are all in their sublime, creative of essential 
Beauty. In a Word, you may know my favorite speculation by my 
first Book [1.~., of Jpdxmlon] •••• " In his interpretation ot 
Endym!on, Murry plaoes great weight upon the ooncepts ~the 
Heart'. affeotions" and "Love" found in the letter. He iden-
tities l!hdymion'a passion for the Indian Maid as the Itfleartts 
affeotion- and bis passion for the Moon-Goddess as a seizing ot 
beauty by the imagination. Murry notes the metamorphosis of the 
28 One reason tor this laok at agreement is that oertain 
oritios consider only a portion of the passage. See, tor 
example, Werner W. Beyer, Keats ~ ~ Daemon King (New York, 
1947), p. 124 and Amy Lowell, John Keats (Boston, 1925), It 
;60. lliss Lowell, however, does quote some ot the remainder ot 
the passage, in another oontext, later in her book. 
29MUrry, l,stl, pp. 166-198. 
;ONewell P.Ford, The Preti@lrative ImaRination of John 
Ilat@ Stantord Calif.~951), pp. 20-;8. 
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Indian Maid into the Moon-Goddess and explains that ~the sacred 
affections of the Heart, loyally obeyed, lead to the same 
ultimate truth which is prefigured to the imagination as 
31 Beauty.w Murry believes that the imagination is a passion--
like Love--and that it creates beauty by discovering ita wWbat 
the passion of Imagination apprehends as Beauty must be real; 
because like all the other passions it conforms to the type of 
Love, and discovers (and so creates) qualities which were 
hidden.· 32 At this polnt, Murry does not explain the exact 
relationship between the -passion of Imagination- and the pas-
sion ot love; but he later states that -Imagination is the Love 
ot the Mind. To say that what the Mind can love must be True 
is for some a meaningless statement, tor others a secret 
'caught from the very penetralium ot mystery.t.33 Murry also 
explains the tinal lines ot the -Ode on a Grecian Urn~ in the 
light ot the importance ot love. A mere tact, he says, becomes 
a truth only when it awakens love becaus.e it can only be tully 
understood by love. -Nothing could be true unless it could be 
loved; and nothing could be loved unless it could be seen as 
31 Murry, Keats, p. 171. 
32~., p. 186. 
33~., pp. 197-198. 
r 
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beautiful. Without Beauty, therefore, no Truth.·34 
Another interpretation is given by Newell Ford, who seizes 
upon the latter part of the pasaage--"a Shadow of reality to 
aome"--to explain the sentenae, -What the imagination seizes as 
35 Beauty must be truth.~ Ford deolares that Keats's idea was 
not the usual one that the imagination would reoeive impressions 
and illuminations from a supersensuous realm, but, rather, that 
the imagination projects its own images into time and space and 
that these images will become immortal reality for the one who 
imagines. This, says Ford, explains the baffling phrase, 
"whether it existed before or not- in the second sentenoe of 
the extended quotation above; and he adds the explanation a 
"That is to say, ~ imagination oreates n2t merely in ~ mental 
~ also in §n eltensional, apooalyptic sense. What it sn-
36 
yisions will a, postmortally and eternally"; and, he oom-
pletes this thought later. "as Keats speoifioally states, 
beauty beoomes 'truth' exaotly because, and when, mortal imag-
ination 1s oreative of essential beauty. • • • the beauty of 
'essenoes' in heaven seems not to be different in kind, but 
only in degree of pleasurableness and in eternality, from the 
34 Murry, p. 198. 
35pord , pp. 98-116. 
36Ibid., p. 31. 
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beauty of mortal 'essences.'· 37 
Whether or not Keats had evolved such an elaborate soheme 
of metaphysios as that with whioh Ford oredits him is not oer-
taint but it is evident that in any attempt to interpret it, 
the entire passage must be oonsidered. This passage is the only 
expression of suoh a Platonic belief to be found in Keats's 
writings; and there are only three other expressions of the 
relationship ot beauty and truth, one is the famous line -Beauty 
is truth, truth beauty~; the seoond, a statement in a letter 
written in 1817, ·the exoellenoe of every Art is its intensity, 
oapable of making all disagreeables evaporate,from their being 
in olose relationship with Beauty & TruthR;38 and the third, in 
a letter of 1818, *I never oan feel oertain of any truth but 
39 from a olear peroeption of its Beauty.- An obvious affinity 
suggests that for this oonoept of the relationship of truth 
and beauty, Keats may be indebted to William Hazlitt, who wrote 
that -truth is to a oertain degree beauty and grandeur; since 
all things are oonnected, and all things modify one another in 
nature.·40 In noting this affinity, J.R. Caldwell quotes 
37 Ford, p. 34. 
38Letters, I, 192. 
39~., II, 19. 
4~azlitt, -On the Elgin Marbles, Complete Work§, XVII~ l5~ 
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Hazlittt -to the genuine artist truth r nature, beauty are almost 
different names for the same thing.-4l 
It seems likely that throughout most of his life Keats held 
to the idea that the imagination intuits truth in the form of 
beauty, but that at other times, partioularly in the last two 
years of his life, he beoame more and more unoertain of the 
reliability of the poetio vision. He was s.eparating truth from 
beauty when he wrote in 1819 that his reasonings were fine and 
42 
oould be enjoyed aesthetioally whether they were true or not. 
Edward Bostetter notes that Keats found it inoreasingly diffi-
oult to aooept the oonsolation of the urn and that in Lamia be 
rejeoted his former notion that the poetio vision was a true 
vision. Bostetter adds that the poet in Lamia asks only to be 
allowed to believe in his illusion (!.~., in Lamia).43 Ford 
observes this same tendenoy in Keats's later years, and he 
remarks that the dreaming lover is rewarded in Endymion and ftThe 
Eve of St. Agnes,. fit but in ftLa Belle Dame Sans Merei It and Lamia, 
41 James Ralston Caldwell, John Keats' Fapoy, The Effeot on 
KfElts S'l! the PsyohologY 2! hi! Day (Ithaca, N.Y., 1945, p. 172-
42 Letter!., II, 80-81. 
4'Edward E. Bostetter, -The Eagle and the Truth. Keats and 
the Problem of Belief,~ tournaI of Aestbetics ~ A£1 Critioism, 
, XVI (Maroh, 1958), 369. 
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he is deluded; and that in the later poems imagination beoomes 
44 
a mirage likely to betray the poet.. Al though ford may be 
burdening the simple taot of ohronology with a weightier 
argument than it oan support--he ignores, tor example, Keats's 
revision of -The Eve of St. Agnes- for publioation with Lamia in 
182G--there is some justioe in his olaim; for Keats's beliet in 
the power of the imagination seems to have slowly, and irreg-
ularly, drifted trom an early faith in the imagination as a 
faculty, olosely allied to divine inspiration, whioh enabled the 
poet to find truth through a olear peroeption of its beauty to 
periods ot doubt when he questioned the reliability of the 
imagination as a guide. To a oertain extent, a new oonfidenoe 
in learning replaced his early belief in imagination, and this 
budding oonfidenoe in learning will be disoussed later in this 
chapter. 
It is not surprising that the imaginative oapaoity is the 
oharaoteristio ot the -true poet ft whieh Keats mentions most 
frequently in his letters; for, the idea that the imagination is 
the primary agent of peroeption was a oommonplaoe of the poetio 
theory of his oontemporaries. However, another charaoteristio 
of the -true poet- frequently mentioned by Keats may well be 
regarded as an original and signifioant oontribution to the 
44 Ford, p. 141. 
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theory of poetry. This characteristic is a quality which Keats 
called tnegative capability.- Early in his poetic career he 
defined *negative capability- as an ability to be "in uncer-
tainties" Mysteries" doubts, without any irritable reaching 
45 
after fact ~ reason.- This quality is one that Keats consid-
ered essential to a great writer and whioh he found best exem-
plified in the work of Shakespeare. Keats believed that he, to~ 
possessed ·negative capab!lity.~ Unlike Coleridge, who was 
46 
"incapable of remaining content with half knowledge,- Keats 
writes of himself as having -not,one Idea of the truth of any 
of my speculations--I shall never be a Reasoner because I care 
not to be in the right, when retired from bickering and in a 
47 proper philosophical temper-; and, in the margin of his copy 
of Milton's Paradise Mosl. he remarks on -the intense pleasure 
48 
of not knowing.· 
There is implicit in these statements, not a disinterest 
in knowledge. but rather a desire to be content with impressions 
45 Letters, I, 19'. 
46~., 194. 
471lWl., 243. 
48JOhn Keats, ~ ~oetical Work! and Other Writir.gs of ~ 
Keats, ed. H. Buxton Forman, Hampstead ed. (New York, 1939), 
V, 298. 
49Nett§rs, I, 194. 
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and halt-knowledge--with an ftisolated verisimilitude caught from 
49 the Penetralium of mystery· as Keats oalled it --and a wish to 
let the imagination apprehend and assemble the impressions as 
i~ will. In a letter to Reynolds, Keats suggests that they -not 
therefore go hurrying about and colleoting honey-bee like, 
buzzing here and there impatiently from a knowledge of what is 
to be arrived at,- but, rather, -let us open our leaves like a 
flower and be passive and reoeptive. 150 
Like all of his other theories, Keats's conoeption of 
~negative capability~ was subjeot to ohange and IDQditication. 
In March of 1818, he seemed to long tor something more tangible 
and more oomtorting. He wrote to Rice. ftWhat a happy thing it 
would be it we could settle our thoughts, make our minds up on 
51 
any matter in tive Minutes and remain oontent.ft Claude Lee 
Finney states that by the end ot 1818, Keats was less whole-
hearted about his philosophy of -negative capability,- and that 
he allowed that knowledge oould be used by the imagination in 
52 the apprehension of truth. And R.T. Davies remarks that, as 
49 Letters, I, 194. 
50Ib1d., 232. 
51 ~., 254. 
52Finney, EvglutiQU Qt K!lts' Poetry, II, 478. 
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he ma.tured, Keats inclined more and more to reach '-after fact 8: 
53 
reason." 
This~egative capability,· this capacity tor "remaining 
content with half knowledge," which Keats so desired, required 
a yielding up of identity on the part of the poet in order to 
assume the identity ot the poetio objeot. Regarding this sub-
merging of self-identity, Keats states that ftMen ot Genius ••• 
have not any individuality, any determined charaoter.·54 In a 
revealing passage from a letter to Richard Woodhouse, Keats 
discusses the poetts identity and he notes how the poet differs 
from the poetical creature. 
As,to the poetical Character itself, ••• it is not 
itself-it has no self-it is every thing and nothing--It 
has no character--it enjoys light and shade; it lives in 
gusto, be it toul or fair, high or low, rich or poor, mean 
or elevated--It has as much delight in conoeivin~ an Iago 
as an Imogen. What shocks. the virtuous philosop[h]er, de-
lights the carnelion hSic] Poet. It does no harm from its 
relish of the dark s de ot things any more than from its 
taste for the bright one. beoause they both end in specu-
lation. A Poet is the most.unpoetical of any thing in 
existence; beoause he has no Identity--he is continually 
in for--and filling some other Body--The Sun, the Moon. 
the Sea and Men and Women who are creatures of impulse are 
poetical and have about them an unchangeable attribute--
the'poet has none; no identity--he is certainly the most 
53R•T• Davies, "Was tNegative Capability' Enough for Keats? 
A Re-Assessment of the Evidence in the Letters," §f, LV (Janu-
ary, 1958). 76-85. 
54Letters, I. 184. 
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unpoetioal of all God t s. Creatures. 
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Commenting upon this passage, Clarenoe D. Thorpe oompares the 
mind of the poet to a filter which, without any prejudices, 
clarities and organizes the great truths of the universe. 56 
It is this surrender of his own identity that allows the 
poet, through his imagination, to assume the identity ot the 
poetic ob j eot., In 1817, Keats expressed the oompleteness of 
this identity when he said that -it a Sparrow come before my 
Window I take part in its existenoe and piok about the Gravel.-57 
He strives for a similar identification in the wOde to a Night-
That I might drink, and leave the world unseen~ 
And with thee fade away into the forest dim.?8 
He does, indeed, achieve a momentary union,. and it is the very 
evanesoenoe of the experienoe that gives the poem its poignancy. 
Another indication of the importance to Keats of this idea that 
the poet assumes the identity of his poetic object is the fact 
the.t he used it as the theme of a poem entitled ItThe Poet lt , 
55 ~~:li:l~;[S, I, 386-;87. 
56Clarenoe D. Thorpe, The Mind 2! John Keats (New York, 
1926), p. 109. 
57Lett§;[§, I, 186. 
58~Q§:t;tg=1 Works, p. 207. 
WHERE's the Poet? show him! show him, 
Muses nine! that I may know him! 
'Tis the man who with a man 
Is an equal, be he King, 
Or poorest of the beggar-clan, 
Or any other wondrous thing 
A man may be 'twixt ape and Plato; 
'Tis the man who with a bird, 
Wren or Eagle, finds his way to 
All its instincts; he hath heard 
The Lion's roaring, and can tell 
What his horny throat expresseth, 
And to him the Tiger's yell 
Comes articulate and presseth 
On his ear like mother-tongue. 59 
30 
Keats was aoquainted with William Hazlitt and attended 
Haz1itt's lectures. in the early part of 1818. It seems likely 
that this prinoiple of the Poet's identity with his objeot was 
suggested by Hazlitt, possibly by the lecture 2n Shakesweare 
~ Milton. In this lecture, Hazli~ makes the following 
statement. 
The striking peculiarity of Shakespeare's mind was its 
generic quality, its power of communion ~~th all other 
minds •••• He was the leas.t of an egotist that it was 
possible to be. He was nothing in hi"l:.self; but he was all 
that others were, or that they could become. He had only 
to think of anythin.g in order to become that thing, with 
all the oiroumstances belonging to it. When he conceived 
of a oharacter, whether real or imaginary, he not only 
entered into its thoughts and feelings, but seemed instantll 
and as' if by touching a secret spring, to be surrounded 
with all the same objects, ·subject to the same skyey in-
fluences,· the same local, outward'6snd unforeseen acoi-
dents whioh would occur in reality. 0 
59 ~oetical Works, pp. 393-394. 
60 Haz11tt, Complete Works, V, 47. 
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Coleridge expresses a similar idea, using Shakespeare and Milton 
as types ot objective and subjective poets. wWhi1e the tormer 
CShakespeare] darts himself forth, and passes into all the forms 
of human character and passion, the one Proteus of the fire and 
the flood; the other [Milton] attracts all forms and things to 
himself, into the unity of his own ideal. All things and modes 
of aation shape themselves anew in the being of Milton; while 
Shakespeare becomes ell things. yet forever remaining himselt.*61 
The foregoing discussion reveals e. certain consistenoy in 
the ohanges in Keats's theories about the imagination and -neg-
ative capability~; for it is clear that his modifications hinge 
on his gradual admissiom of the importance of reason and know-
ledge. Keats came 10 realize more and more that the poet could 
not isolate himself oompletely from "feet & reason,ft and that 
the poetio vision was not an entirely reliable guide toward 
truth. However, quite frequently, these growing oonvictions 
wer~ added to his earlier i:leas rather than substituted for 
them, and are, perhaps, an indication of development rather 
than of ohange. There would seem to be a significant relation-
ship between Keats's growing oonvictions and his plan for his 
own poetic career. At an early date, he determined that, if he 
oould devote ten years to sensuous poetry, he would then turn 
61Coleridge, III, 381-382. 
to poetry of a more serious naturea 
And oan I ever bid these joys farewell? 
Yes~ I must pass them tor a nobler life, 
Where I may lind the ag o2niee, the strife Of human hearts •••• 0 
Keats's antioipation of the "nobler lite~ is evident in 
his famous "Mansion of Life" letter of 1818, in whioh he de-
soribes himself in a gradually darkening ·Chamber of Maiden 
Thought," not seeing "the ballenoe CSioJ of good and evil." but 
63 
contemplating the "dark Passages· beyond; but, as he had 
written irJ a poem he sent to Reynolds only little more than a 
month before, he is not quite ready to explore these passagesl 
••• but my flag is not unfurltd 
On the Admiral staff--and to philosophize 
I dare not yet!--Oh never will the prize 
High reason'6~nd the lore of good and ill 
Be my award. 
Unlike Shelley, who studied Hume and Godwin~ Keats gives 
no evidenoe of having been influenoed by any teohnioal or 
systematio philosophy. It is most likely that his repeated use 
of the term philosophy refers to a general knowledge and to an 
understanding of human nature and of life, rather than to any 
systematio philosophy. 
62 
"Sleep and Poetry,· Poetioal Works, p. 45. 
63~etter', I. 281. 
64 Ibi~., 262. 
......-
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In ·Sleep and Poetry," Keats introduoed the idea that he 
must eventually forsake luxurious poetry for a nobler poetry; 
and he enlaraed upon this idea in The Fall g! Hyperion, the last 
serioua poem he wrote. ~Thou art a dreaming thing; / A fever of 
thyself,- says Moneta;65 and, with these words, Keats apparently 
oondemns much of his previous. sensational poetry. The.poet must 
know and understand the human heart, particularly its suffering; 
and he must be able to identify himself with these painful 
experiencesl 
'None can usurp this height,' return'd that shade, 
'But those to whom the miaeries of the WO~td 
tAre misery, and will not let them rest.' 
The entire Induction to ~ !!1! 2l H~perion expresses the 
view, says C.D. Thorpe, that the visionary who responds only to 
the simple beauties of nature with aimless projeotions of his 
own imagination is not a true poet. The real poet has enriched 
his insight with knowledge, thought, experience, and a genuine 
67 kinship with sutfering humanity. 
As Keats s.peoulated upon this ideal of the "nobler life" 
and as he looked deeper into the -dark Passages,- he became 
c.onvinced that knowledge and learning were necessary to attain 
6~ ~Eoet1oal lorks, p. 407. 
66 loW., p. 406. 
67 Thorpe. p. 196. 
!I 
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his goal. to be a ~phi1osopher* with a sympathetio understanding 
of humanity and 1ffe. Keata understood that his goal would not 
be aohiev.~1 ~8.si1y. Although one of his famous "axioms" is that 
"if Poetry oomes not as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had 
better not oome at a11,·68 he realized that great poetry re-
sulted, not only from poetic intuition, but also from hard work. 
~I have ever been too sensible,· he writes in 1818, ·of the 
1abyrinthian path to eminence in Art~J69 and *Nothing is finer 
for the purpose of great produotions, than a very gradual 
70 
ripening of the intellectual powers.~ In a poem about 
Spenser, Keats expresses the idea that poetry oannot spring from 
barren grounda 
It is impossible to escape from toil 
O' the sudden and receive thy spiriting. 
The flower must drink the nature of the S~ll 
Before it oan put forth its blossoming. 
In June of 1819, Keats commented upon his o~n progress, "I hope 
I am 8. little more of a Philosopher than I was, consequently a 
72 
little less of e versifying Pet-lamb." 
68 I 238 Letters" • 
69I..Wr,g,., 264. 
70Ibid., 214. 
71Poetica1 Works, p. 375. 
72~etters, II, 116. 
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In discussing the Q.uestion ot Keats's development, C.D. 
Thorpe writes. !tAt first, he appears to have felt that it was 
only necessary to give the imagination free rein, especially 
when under the influence of nature, and poetic vision would 
result.~ However, Thorpe continues, "he came to see that no 
matter how necessary it may be for the poet to enter it in his 
periods of artistic creation, this dream-world itself must be 
73 
built upon the foundations of the real. ft 
Keats's increasing interest in knowledge becomes evident 
in the Spring of 1818. In April he writes. -I know notaing I 
have read nothing and I mean to follOW Solomon's directions ot 
'get Wisdom--get understanding'--I tind cavalier days are gone 
by. I find that I can have no enjoyment in the World but con-
74 tinual drinking of Knowledge-; and several days later he 
discusses with Reynolds the languages and authors he intends to 
atudy. He wants to prepare himaelt, he s.aya, to ask Hazli tt 
75 ftthe best metaphysioal road~ he can take. In May, he writes 
that he is glad that be has kept his medioal books for -every 
department of knowledge we see exoellent end calou1ated towards 
7'Thorpe, pp. 186-187 and 196. 
74 Hetters, I, 271. 
75Ibid ., 274. 
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a grea't whole. • • • An ext'ensive knowledge is needful tor thinlli-
76 ing people.- Indeed, it ie ~vident from his letters that Keats 
was reading extensively during 1818 and 1819. The many direct 
and indirect references to Shakespeare's works show a thorough 
familiarity with that author, and the notes in his copy of 
Paradise ~ indicate a similar knowledge and understanding of 
Milton. He also mentions reading Spenser, Chaucer, Boccaccio, 
and: Ariosto.' j among' otbers •. 
This interest in knowledge, however, never replaced his 
early faith in poetic intuition; and Keats's tendency to hold 
opposing views simultaneously is evident in some lines he wrote 
at almost the same time he declared that he could have ftno en-
joyment in the world but continual drinking ot Knowledge~a 
o fret not after knowledge--I have none, 
And yet my song comes native with the warmth. 
o fret not atter knowledge--I h~ve none, 
And yet the Evening listens. 77 
Keats seems to have reconciled the oonflict between knowledge 
and intuition by sugges.ting that they be combined. He notes 
the ditference between the poet who possesses knowledge and the 
poet who does not. -The difference of high Sensations with and 
without knowledge appears to me this--in the latter case we are 
76 Letters, I, 271. 
77roetioal Works, p. ;80. 
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~alling continually ten thousar-d fathoms deep and being blown up 
~gain without wings • • • in the former case, our shoulders are 
!fledge (d), and we go thro' the same at~) and space without 
78 !tear.- Keats thought that knowledge might control his imag-
ination and he intended them to work together. He wanted his 
79 intellect united with his passion tor beauty. Keats would 
probably not have written ·0 for a Life of Sensations rather 
than of Thoughts· after the Spring of 1818; yet he would never 
have asked for a life of thought alone. 
It is probably because A'pOllonius represents reason only 
that Keats portrays the phIlosopher so unsympathetically In 
Lamia. 
Do not all charms fly 
At the mere touch of cold philosophy? 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Philosophy will clip an Angel f swings, 
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line'80 
1b.pty the haunted air, and gnomed mine. 
Nevertheless, A~ollonius survives and Lycius is destroyed. It 
is likely that the reason lies in Newell Ford's explanation 
that ~cius represents, not the true poet, but the dream poet. 
This is the same type who, according to Moneta in !h! l!1! Ql 
78 lifrtt§rs, I, 277. Editor's emendations. 
79 D:1,s1., 404. 
80poetigal Works, p. 177. 
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Hyperion, vexes, rather than comtorts, the world. -A poet who 
aspires to be great dares not teed exclusively upon illusion,-
explains Ford, -he had better, as Keats told himselt, strive 
like Shakespeare to be fa miserable and mighty poet ot the human 
81 heart. tit 
Finally, as might be expected, Keats never oonsidered that 
knowledge oould be gained through books alone. It must be 
gradually retined by experience and, if The !!!! 2l HYperion is 
to be taken literally, through suttering. In this poem, Keats 
desoribes the poet's struggle to reaoh the altar ot Moneta. 
Prodigious seem'd the toil; the leaves were yet 
Burning--when suddenly a palsied ohill 
Struok from the paved level up my limbs, 
And was asoending quick to put cold grasp 
Upon those streams that pulse beside the throat, 
I shriek'd, and the sharp anguish ot my shriek 
Stung my own ears-I strove hard to escape 
The numbness; strove to gain the lowest step. 
Slow, heavy, deadly was my pace. the cold 
Grew stifling, suffooating, at the heart; 
~d when I clasp'd my hands I felt them not. 
One minute betore death, my toot touohtd 
The lowest stairJ and as it tg~chtd. lite seem'd 
To pour in at the toes. • • • 
This conviotion that knowledge oannot be gained through books 
alone is epitomized in the epigrammatic statement. -Axioms in 
philosophy are not axioms· ,,'.ntil they are proved upon our 
SIFOrd, p. 144. 
82fgetigal J9rk~, p. 406. 
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pulses •• S'3 J.R. Caldwell notes this differenoe between Keats 
and the other poets of his generation, Keats ~proved the experi-
enoe in his own blood, familiarized it, fortified it with know-
ledge of the mind, and extended its modes to new and daring 
use.·
84 Keats again remarks on the importanoe of experienoe to 
the poet during his walking tour of Northern England and Soot-
landl -I should not have oonsented to myself these four Months 
tramping in the highlands but that I thought it would give me 
more experienoe, rub off more Prejudice, use [me] to more hard-
ship, identity finer scenes [!12] load me with grander Mountain~ 
and strengthen more my reach in Poetry, than would stopping at 
85 home among Books even though I should reach Homer.* In the 
sonnet -On sitting down to read King Lear onoe again,· Keats 
expresses his hope that these experiences will enable hi_ to 
produce greater poetry, 
Chief Poetl and ye olouds of Albion, 
Beget ters of our a:eep et ernel theme .. 
When through the old oak forest I am gone, 
Let me not wander in a barren dream. 
But when I am oonsumed in the fire. 86 
Give me new Phoenix wings to fly at my desire. 
8'3 ~etter§, I, 279. 
84Caldwell, pp. 32-'3'3. 
B5L~tters, I, '342. Editor's emendation. 
86ioet1o~1 Works, p. '380. 
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This idea that experience is neoessary to knowledge is best V 
expressed in a letter whioh Keats wrote to George and Georgianna 
Keats in 1818. Here he describes how he believes a sense of 
identity, or a "soul," is aohieved. "I will oall the world a 
Sohool instituted tor the purpose of teaohing little children to 
read--I will call the QMman heart the ~ Book used in that 
Sehool--and I will oall the Child ~ 12~, ~ §ggl made 
trom that SChool and its h2rnb221- Do you not see how necessary 
a World of Pains and troubles is to school an Intelligenoe and 
make it a soul? A Place where the heart must feel and sutfer 
87 in a thousand diverse waysf" 
Keats's final attitude toward the poetic character, then, 
would seem to be that the poet must possess an unusually sensi-
tive and impressionable nature combined with a perceptive in-
sight, and that he must 4evelop and strengthen these qualities 
through a knowledge refined by experience, -~til he attains a 
calm sympathetio understanding ot human nature and lite. 
Lastly, there are soattered remarks in the letters whioh 
reveal Keats's oonception of the plaoe of the poet in society_ 
He sometimes refers to reviews of his poetry., but" for the most 
part, he appears to be only impersonally concerned with them; 
87Letters. II, 102. 
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and seems less eonoerned with the attaoks of his oritios than 
the sentiments expressed in Shelley's Adonai@ would indicate. 
In October of 1818 he states. ·Praise or blame has but a momen-
tary effeot on the man whose love of beauty in the abstraot 
88 
makes him a severe oritio of his own works"; and nearly a year 
later he oomments. "1 feel it in my power to beoome a popular 
writer--I feel it in my strength to refuse the poisonous sut-
89 trage of a publio."· However, although in the 
90 Keats refused to write for his livelihood, by 
Spring of 1819 
the Fall of the 
same year finanoial difficulties had forced him to change his 
mind temporarily; and he believed that he could ·shine up an 
91 
article on any thing without muoh knowledge of the subjeot.· 
In spite of the faot that Keats wanted to refuse the .suf-
frage of a public,· he still felt responsible to them, for, he 
believed that the poet could and should be valuable to society. 
" In 1818 he wrote that he ·would jump down AEtna for any great 
92 Public good-, two weeks later he wrote again in the same vein. 
"I find there is no worthy pursuit but the idea of doing some 
68 Letters, I. 37'. 
89IQ14., II, 146. 
9°1);>1>1., 4'. 
91191d., 179. 
92Ibid., It 267. 
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good for the world ... 93 Apparently, Keats t S way of "doing s.ome 
good for the world~ was to be through the composition of poetry. 
In ftSleep and Poetry" he defines the end of poetry: "that it 
should be 8 friend / To soothe the cares, and It.tt the thoughts 
o.t man. ,,94 In ~ bll. !2! Hxper!,on, he assigns the same role to 
the poet as one who *pours out a balm upon the "orld.,,95 
A similar conception of the poet's purpose was expressed by 
Wordsworth. In ~ Prelude. he mentions the soothing power ot 
poetry: 
Mighty is the oharm 
O.t those abstractions to a mind beset 
With images and haunted by hersel.t,96 
and in the *Pre.taoe to the Seoond Edition ot the Lyrical Bal-
lada," he describes an effect of poetry whioh would seem to be 
akin to Kee.ts~s idea that poetry should "lift the thoughts o.t 
man." Wordsworth says that *we [poetsJ shall describe objects, 
and utter sentiments, of suoh a nature, and in suoh connection 
with each other, that the understanding of the Reader must neo-
essarily be in some degree enlightened, and his affections 
93 Letters, I, 271. 
94roeti9Ql Works, p. 48. 
95~.t p. 408. 
96William Word~worth, ~he lr,lude, in ~ Complete Poetioal 
Works 2! William Wordsworth (Boston and New York, 1911), III, 1~ 
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strengthened and purified.~97 
However, while Wordsworth boasted that each of his poems in 
98 the MYrical ~allad, fthas a worthy purpose ft ; Keats did not 
approve of poetry with a purpose. ·We hate poetry that has a 
99 palpable design upon us·; and he wrote to Shelley that if 
poetry -must have a purpose, which may be the God--an artist mruun 
serve Mammon. 1 Keats prefers that the poet have less of a 
~palpable designft and suggests to Shelley that he be more self-
ish; that is to say, that Shelley have more conoern for his art 
than for the uplift of mankind. lOO Commenting upon this oon-
flicting ooncern, M.H. Abrams notes that this opposition be-
tween beauty and utility was resolved only by Keats's early 
death, and states that Keats exhibited 'that peouliarly modern 
malady-a consoious and persistent oonfliot between the require-
101 
ments ot social responsibility and ot aesthetic detaohment.ft 
It is evident from the material in this ohapter that this 
oonfliot between beauty and utility was not the only oonfliot in 
97 Wordsworth, 'heefaoe to the Seoond ~.ition of the Lyrioal 
Imllra~§,~ Compl~te Works, X, 9-10. 
98 ~., 9. 
99~ett§r~, I, 224. 
lOO~ •• II, 322-323. 
101 Abrams, p. 328. 
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Keats:' s conception of the function of the poet. He was constant-
ly trying to identify, in his own mind, the qualities that a 
great poet should possess. The first of these, he decided, was 
the poetic imaginationl a capacity, unknown to ordinary men. 
whioh allowed the poet, who appreoiates beauty, to catoh glimp~ 
of an absolute reality. This absolute reality, Keats called 
tWb.. As. C.M. Bowra puts it I -Through the imagination Keats 
sought an absolute reality to whioh a door was opened by his 
102 
appreoiation of beauty through the senses." However, al-
though Keats never entirely abandoned his early faith in the 
imagination" as he matured he began to believe that the imag-
inatiol1}alone was not the best guide to truth. He began to be-
lieve thst it would be a far more reliable guide when strength-
ened by knowledge and experience. A similar struggle oan be 
s.een in his attempts to express his philosophy of "negative 
capability." 
When he first mentioned "negative oapabi1ity~ in Deoember 
of 1817, he desoribed it as an ability to remain "in unoertain-
ties" Mysteries, doubts, without any irrita.b1e reaohing after 
fact & reason ... 103 Yet, at the 8'ame time Kes.ta oou1d not be 
102 Cecil Maurioe Bowra, ~ Romantic Imagination (Cambridg~ 
Mass., 1949), pp. 15-16. 
103~etters. It 193. 
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satisfied with suoh passivity and he began more and more to 
searoh aotively for knowledge. "An extensive knowledge is need-
ful for thinking people ... I04 Beoause of his early death. there 
oan be no oonclusive proof that he eventually would have forsaken 
his early dootrines on the importanoe to the poet ot imagination 
and "negative capability· in favor ot a wholly new attitude re-
quiring from the poet learning and wisdom gained through experi-
enoe. Nevertheless, a prooess of development may be discerned; 
and, although Keats could un~oubtedly synthesize some of his 
earlier and la.ter insights, his theory of "negative oapa.bility· 
would seem to be the least oompatible with his new interest in 
learning. 
104 Lett~r§, It 277. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PO. 
It is not surprising that Keats. like the other romantic 
poets. was less interested in the poem as an artifaot than he 
was in the nature of the poet or even--as the next chapter will 
show--in the general oharacteristios of poetry. When he writes 
about Shakespeare and Milton. both of whom he admired greatly, 
he writes of general qualities which they or their poetry 
possesa; but, for tile most part t he does not analyse the content, 
or torm. or imagery which they employ in 8 given poem. The fol-
lowing remark about H~pry II is an example of his very broad 
criticisma -The poetry is for the most part ironed and manaoled 
with a chain of facts, and cannot get free; it cannot esoape 
from the present house of history, nor often move without our 
being disturbed with the clanking of its fetters. The poetry of 
Shakesp~are is generally free as is the wind--a perfeot thing ot 
1 
the elements, winged and sweetly coloured.-
1 
-On Kean in 'Richard Duke of York,'" !he Poetioal Works 
~ Othflr Wiltings .2.t l2m! ,eats, V; 237-238. 
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However, in spite of the general nature of his critical 
remarks. Keats wae not unooncerned with detail in his own poetry. 
He was a oaretul craftsman and revis.ed his poetry deliberately_ 
Atter looking at an advance oopy ot Endymion, Keats wrote to his 
publisher that they should -divide the speeches into identiol* 
and rel,teda and to the former put merely one comma at the begin-
ning and another at the end. and to the latter inverted oommas 
before every line •••• ft; and he inoluded a list of detailed 
2 
correotions (!..&., "Page 4 line 4 place the comma atter old."). 
Keats realized that great poetry could not be written quickly 
and effortlessly and he ~Tote to his brother that the "Ode to 
Psyche" read more richly than his other poetry because he wrote 
it leisurely and with careen' 
Scattered throughout Keats's letters there are ocoasional 
remarks showing concern with the elements of the poem itself. 
Most of these remarks are related to the torm ot the poem. They 
indioate that Keat. was constantly searching tor the form which 
would best su.it his works. He was not satisfied with Endymion. 
and he sought a more sui table torm tor H¥perioP. In January ot 
1818 he wrote that in ipd~mion there were "many bits ot the deep 
and sentimental oas~--the nature ot gyperion will lead me to 
2 Liitgra. I, 271-272. 
:3 Ibi~ •• II, 105-106. 
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treat it in a more naked and greoian Manner. • • • .. 4 To aohieve 
this ttnaked and greoian Manner· in Hyperion, Keats torsook the 
elaborate and lush Spenserian diotion and the oouplet rhyme ot 
Endymign tor a Miltonic imitation. In liyperion, Keats imitated, 
not only the blank verse, but also the diotion and syntax of 
Paradise ~. 
The searoh tor the most fitting torm oontinued and, a year 
later, Keats sent a oopy ot his poem -Bards of Passion and ot 
Mirth* to his brother and commented that it was a sort of ron-
deau whioh he was beginning to tavor beoause, in it, one idea 
oould be *amplitied with greater ease and more delight and 
treedom than in the sonnet. lt5 
Keats's interest in finding the form best suited to a 
partioular poem is revealed by his experimentation with the 
sonnettorm. Finney notes that Keats wrote sixty-six sonnets 
in all.. The firs.t sonnet was irregular; the next forty were 
Petrarohan. Then Keats wrote his first Shakespearean sonnet, 
-When I have tears. * ot his last twenty-tive sonnets, seventeen 
were Shakespearean, tour were Petrarohan, two were irregular 
Shakespearean, one was absolutely irregular, and one was 
4-~etSers. I. 207. 
5 ~., II, 26. 
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6 
unrhymed • Although Keats's growing mat uri t1' may aooount for 
the superiority of most of the sonnets in this last group, it is 
possible, also, that their superiority stems, in great measure, 
from his ohoioe of a more appropriate form. Finney's oonolusion 
seems to support this" *The beset sonnets of this final period, 
those in whioh Keats expressed his deepest feelings, are Shake-
7 
spearean.-
'!he -absolutely irregular· sonnet whioh Finney mentions is 
one whioh Keats inoluded in a letter to George and Georgiana 
Keats. In this letter Keats remarks that he has been -endeav-
ouring to disoover a better sonnet stanza than we have,· and he 
oopies out a poem, -It by dull rhymes our english must be 
e 
ohaind •• with a rhyme soheme of aboabdoaboded!. W.J. Bate 
writes! that this sonnet ·has: neither the couplets ot the Pe-
trarohan oo1ave. the conoluding oouplet of the Shakespearean 
form, nor the continued alternate-rhyming of the three sucoes-
9 slve Shakespearean quatrains.· However, Keats was not 
6 Pinney, ~ Evolution 21 Keats' PoetrY, I, 355. 
7Xbid• 
8Lett!rs. II, 108. In, the published version of the poem, 
the quoted line is correoted to -If by dull rhymes our English 
must be chain'd.-
9walter Jaokson Bate, ~ Stylistio Development 21 Keats 
(New York, 1945), p. 126. 
.. 
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satisfied with this solution, and he wrote only three sonnets 
atter this 0_. H.W. Garrod remarks that the great odes ot 1819 
probably were developed from the sonnet, and he makes the very 
interesting sugges.tion that the form of these odes was Keats' 8 
solution to the more satista~tory sonnet form whioh he was seek-
ing. ·Out of the sonnet, Keats builds in the Odes a stanza of 
which the rppetition furnishes a metrical system more perfectly 
adjusted, I think, than any other in English poetry to elegiao 
10 
refleotion.- This theory is elaborated upon by T.E. Connolly 
who makes a detailed examination of the rhyme soheme ot the odea. 
Connolly notes that atter writing the .Ode to Psyohe,· Keats 
developed a uniform ode stanza. ttThe four odes, ~ 12 A Night-
inga].e, QgJt 2n lD491enol, 24!.2.!!. MtlWlCholl. and Ode .sm .I. 
irlc~a.n llnlt are all based on a stanza of ten lines. This 
s'tanza is oompoaad ot e. Shakespearean quatrain tollowed by a 
Petrarchan sestet. 'l'he quatrains are uniformly regular; what 
variations exist are found in the last three lines ot the ses-
11 tet.- In Connolly's opinion, Keats has developed the perfeot 
04e .. stanza in 12. AU.tump, where a septet is tormed by the 
10 H.W. Garrod, Ke§ts (Oxford, 19:39), p. 90. 
IlThomas E. Connolly, "Sandals More Interwoven and Completee 
A Re-Examination ot the Keatsean Odes,· Journal 2l English 
~!tera~ Hi81gry, XVI (December, 1949), :306. 
12 
addition ot one line to the Petrarohan sestet. 
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In addition to his remarks about the proper torm of a poem, 
Keats made a tew oomments upon the proper language of a poem. 
The concern that Keats displayed for finding the precise word or 
phrase to express his meaning exactly can be seen by a glance at 
his poetry and is especially evident in his oorrected manusoripta 
In July ot 1819 he wrote that he was searohing tor *a brighter 
word than bright, a tairer word than tair,*13 and a month later 
14 he wrote. *I lOOk upon tine Phrases like a Lover.* According 
to C.D. Thorpe, two examples trom the ·Ode to a Nightingale* 
show how Keats did find the perfeot phrases to express his mean-
ins most perfeotly. In the first draft of the poem, the phrase 
*a drowsy numbness pains· read *a painful numbness talls* and 
the phrase ·Coo1 t d a long age* read ·Cooling an age.* Thorpe 
says that, in each case, the change reflects a closer union be-
15 tween the words and the m~an1ng. It is evident, too, that 
these changes produced a more etfective rhythml the three slow 
stresses ot *Cooltd a long age,· for example, evoke the etfect 
Keats sought better than the almost tripping rhythm ot -Cooling 
12 Connolly, 306-307. 
13t1etters, II, 123. 
14Ibid., 139. 
l5Thorpe, t!1! ~ gt. John Keats, p. 163. 
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an ag .... 
This example is a reminder that another ooncern ot Keats's 
was the melody of poetry. In his memoranda. Benjamin Bailey 
says that one of Keats's ~tavorite topics of discourse was the 
principle of melody in verse, upon which he had his own notions, 
particularly in the management ot open and close vowels"; and 
Bailey goes on to show that one ot Keats's considerations in the 
choice of words for his poetry was that -the vowels should be so 
managed as not to clash with one another, so as to hear the 
melody.--and yet that they should be interchanged. like differ-· 
16 ing notes of music to prevent monotony." Keats himself re-
marked upon melody in· verse when he wrote that a ttmelodious 
passage in poetry is full of pleasures both sensual and spirit-
ua1, .. 17 end, i~ a letter to Woodhouse, he has given an example 
of what he oonsiders a "tine sound." It is the term legend-J.a4!n 
1n the line from Hlperiona -Though it blows legend-laden through 
18 
the trees." 
On the question of the language best suited to poetry 
Keats agreed with Wordsworth that the English idiom was the 
16 Quoted 1n Thorpe, p. 16;. 
17 "en Edmund Keen as e. Shakespearian Actor," The Poetical 
lork&} ~ QthlJ: WritiQ8s .2.t JaM Keats, V, 229. 
l8~'lters, II. 171. 
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proper language tor English poetry, and he admired the language 
ot Chatterton. In September, 1819 he wrote to Reynolds. ItI 
always somehow associate Chatterton with autumn. He is the pur-
est writer in the English Language. He has no French idiom, or 
particles like Chauoer<s) - '1is genuine English Idiom in English 
words. I bave given up Hyperion--there were too man1 Miltonio 
inversions in it--Miltonic verse cannot be written but in an 
artful or rather artist's humour.*19 Three days later, Keats 
wrote to his brother and sister-in-law that the Paradise Lost 1s 
a corruption ot English, and he again compared the language ot 
Chatterton with that ot Milton. -The purest english I think--or 
what ought to be the purest--1s Chatterton's--The Language had 
existed long enough to be entirely unoorrupted ot Chaucer'a 
gallicisms and at!ll the old words are used--Chatterton's musio 
is entirely northern--I preter the native musio ot it to Milton~ 
cut by teet [A1£] I have ~ut lately stood on my guard against 
Milton. 20 Lite to him would be death to me." 
Praotioally allot Keats's remarks about the poem are con-
cerned with either its torm or its language; tor, besides these, 
he treats imagery at length only once, and devotes only slightly 
more space to subject matter. The one statement he made about 
19 Letters, II, 167. Editor's emendation. 
20Ibisl •• 212. 
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the imagery oonoerns the effeot of imagery on the readerl -Ita 
[poetry's] touohes of Beauty should never be half way thereby 
making the reader breathless instead of oontent. the rise, the 
progress, the setting ot imagery should like the Sun oome natu-
ral natural [WJ too [si2.J hIm--shlne over him and set soberly 
although in magnifioenoe leaving him in the Luxury of twiligh~w21 
This is one of Keats's three waxioms· for poetry (whioh will be 
treated more fully in the next ohapter), and J.M. Murry notes 
the similarity between thIs waxiomw and the statement Coleridge 
makes in Chapter XV of the Biographia ~iteraria. Murry quotes 
Coleridge. 
Im.agee, however faithfully oopied trom Nature, and as 
aoourately represented in words, do not of themselves 
oharaoterize the poet. They become proofs of original 
genius only so far as they are modified by a predominant 
passion, or by assooiated thoughts and images awakened by 
that passion; 
and then comments as follows. 
. A 
That is to say. imagery must not assume a raison d'etr, 
of its own; it must exist, not for its own sake, but as 
subordinated to the predominant emotion, which it has at 
onoe to obey, to express and to oommunicate. Only in so 
far as it does this will it, in Keats's words, 'oome nat~2 
ral to the reader'. otherwise it will merely distract him. 
2l~§tl~~§, I, 238. 
2~urry, Keatl, p. 149. Murry's quotation is slightly in-
aocurate. In Coleridge, Com~~ete Works, III, 378, the passage 
reads as follows. -It has been before observed that images, how-
ever, beautiful, though faithfully copied from nature, and as 
aocurately represented in words, do not of themselves 
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Just as Keats searched for the proper form and proper lan-
guage for poetry, so he also searched tor subject matter proper 
to poetry. His delight in external nature is obvious in such 
poems as -1 stood tip-toe upon a little hill~ (1816) and 
~dYmion (1818). However, his letters betray an interest in 
poetry ot human afteotiona and passionsl the antioipated -ago-
nies, the strite I Ot human hearts. ,,23 In Maroh ot 1818, Keats 
24 
wrote that "scenery is fine--but human nature is finer,· and 
two months later he wrote to Reynolds that the quality which 
made Wordsworth a greater poet than Milton was that Wordsworth 
25 thought deeper into the human heart. Acoordingly, in his own 
poetry, Keats turned from the~es of love and delight in physioal 
nature (both of whioh oan be found in Endymion and "The Eve ot 
St. Agnes") to themes of evanesoenoe (~Ode to Melanoholy·), 
pennaneroy ( "Ode to a Nightingale" and "Ode on a Greoian Urn"), 
and self-realization (~. Fall 2£ Hxperion)--themes, in fact, 
which rest on a relationship between real and ideal worlds akin 
to those of platonio philosophy. 
oharaoterize the poet. They beoome proofs of original genius 
only as far as they are modified by a predominant passion; or by 
associated thoughts or images awakened by that passion •••• " 
23.S1eep ~d Poetry,· ioetical Works, p. 45. 
24Lett~r§, I, 242. 
25~., 282. 
CHAPTER IV 
P01ftRY 
In any oonsideration ot the relative importanoe of the 
categories at poet. poem, poetry, and §udienoe in Keats's oriti-
oism, it soon beoomes olear that Keat,s regarded poetry primarily 
through its agent, the poet; and., also, that of his oritical 
remarka, the greater proportion oonoern the nature of the poet. 
In addition, however, he did malee a signifioant number of en-
lightening comments on the nature of poetry as an art form. 
Keats'a remarks about the na.ture or poetry d.o not yield a 
coherent pattern as easily as his remarks about the nature of 
the poet, which were dealt with in the seoond ohapter of this 
study. Nmnetheless, his remarks about the nature ot poetry can 
be broadly olassifi ed. In this ohapter they will be dea,l t with 
under three heads, first, the elements Keats believed essential 
to poetry. intensity, oontrast, and beauty; second, Keats's oon-
sideration ot the relative merits ot poetry and philosophy; and 
third, Keats's oonoeption of the power ot poetry and of its 
superiority over real+ty. 
Throughout his letters Keats made a. number ot statements 
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about the three elements he oonsidered essential to poetry, 
intensity, contrast, and bea.uty. He first mentioned intensity 
in December ot 1817, and he related it to his oonoept of beauty 
and truth. He remarks, in regar4 to Benjamin Westts pioture 
-Death on the Pale Horae.~ that -there is nothing to be intense 
upon; no woman one teels mad to kiss; no faoe swelling into 
reality. the [Ii£] exoellenoe ot every Art ia its intensity, 
capable of making all disagreeablea evaporate, from their being 
in olose relationship with Beauty & Truth--Examine King Lear ~ 
you will find this exemplitied throughout; but in this picture 
we have unpleasantness without any momentous depth ot specula-
1 
tion excited, in which to bury its. repulsiveness .• • It is in-
teresting to observe that this intensity is both objective and 
subjective. The art object displays intensity, by which Keats 
seems to mean a unity or wholeness to which all elements oon-
tribute; and it also exci~es intensity in the beholder--some-
thing, it seems. whioh is in part kinesthetic a "no woman one 
feels mad to kiss-; and in part contemplative. -any momentous 
depth ot speculation.-
What Kea's called his ·Axioms- tor poetry give, perhaps, 
a clearer aocount ot the nature of this intensity. Two of these 
three -axioms~ conoern the category poetry. The third -axiom-
1 Letter,. I, 192. 
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refers to composition, and, oonsequently, to the poet; but the 
first two "axioms- desoribe the manner in whioh poetry should 
make its effeot. WIst I think Poetry should surprise by 8 fine 
excess and not by Singularity--it should strike the Reader as a 
wording ot his own highest thoughts, and appear almost a 
Remembranoe--2nd Its touches ot Beauty should never be half way 
thereby making the reader breathless instead of content. the 
rise, the progres.s, the s.etting of imagery should like the Sun 
oome natural natural [sio] too [ficJ him--shine over him and set 
soberly although in magnificence leaving him in the Luxury ot 
2 twilight .. • The phrase fine excess in the first -axiom." would 
Beem to parallel the term ,ntensity which Keats uses with regard 
to West's picture; and the meaning of the term §ingularity in 
the same ttaxiom" appears to have a similar affinity with what 
Keats calls repulsivenes, when he speaks of the teeling generated 
by the picture. Art achieves its effect by stimulating the 
thought of the reader (or viewer) and by offering a blend of 
elements that is exciting, but not so exciting as to become ~un-
pleasant.- A kind of unity is established in the work of art 
through ~the rise, the progress, the setting of the imagery- or 
through a ~olose relationship with Beauty & Truth,- and this 
unity allows the reader to beoome intense--in Keats's phrase \'fto 
2 Letters, I, 238. 
/ 
,I i 
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be intense upon~--w1thout becoming uncomfortable. Keats expres-
sed 8. similar idea much more simply when he wrote to Reynolds • 
• Poetry should be great & unobtrusive, a thing which enters into 
copy of PAradise Lo§~, be wrote. ~There is a greatness whioh the 
Paradise Lost possesses over every other Poem--~ Magnitude ~ 
Qontraat, and that 1s softened by the contrast being ungrotesque 
5 to a degree. ft Keats regarded the description of Satan and his 
hosts in Book I (11. 527-~67) of Paradise Lost as a significant 
example of contrast. In a marginal note on these lines, he re-
marked on the elements of oontras.t contained in thema ItThe light 
and shade-the s.ort of blaok brightness-the ebon diamonding--tbe 
3 ~etter!~ I, 224. 
4Abrams, The M1~roz: ~ ~ Lamp, p. 136. 
~eats, l~ Poetical Works ~ Qther Writings of John Keat§ 
Hampstead ed., V, 293. 
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ethiop Immortality--the sorrow, the pain, the sad-sweet Melody--
the P(h) alanges of Spirits so depressed as to be 'uplifted beyon'll 
hope'-the short mitigation of Misery--the thousand Melancholies 
and Magnifioences of this Page--Ieaves no room tor anything to 
6 
be said thereon but 'so it is.'. In ayperion, this element of 
oontrast 119 included a~ong the Miltonic devices imitated. 
Above her, on a cragts uneasy shelve, 
Upon his elbow raistd, all prostrate else, 
Shadow'd Enceladus; once tame and mild 
As grazing ox unworried in the meads; 
Now tiger-passion'd, lion-thoughted, wroth, 
He meditated, plotted,. and even now 
Was hurling mountains in that second war, 
Not long delay'd,. that acarId the younger GOdS
7 To bide themselves in forms of beast and bird. 
Elsewhere in his poetry, Keat~ts teeling tor contrast seems to 
have reached a high point in -The Eve of St. Agnes" where the 
contrast between heat and cold, age and youth, and hate and love 
heighten the appeal of the imagery to all of the senses. Keats'. 
interest in contrast neve.r flagged. In his last extant letter, 
written to Brown, he speaks about -the knowledge of contrast, 
feeling for light and shade, all tha.t information (primitive 
8 
sense) necessary for a poem." 
.. 
6 Keats, lli Poetical Works and Other Writings of John Keats. 
V, 293. 
7roeticA* Works, ed. Garrod, p. 231. 
SLItters, II, 360. 
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The third element which. Keats considered to be an integral 
part of poetry-an element muoh more frequently associated with. 
him than his Rintensity*--is beauty, and, once at least, he 
equated beauty with poetry. While still oomposing Endymion, he 
wrote to oomfort Bailey, whose ordination to the ministry had 
been delayed. In this letter, in whioh be sympathizes with the 
harsh treatment Bailey has reoeived, Keats wishes for a recourse 
to -the Beautiful. the CS1cJ poetioal in all things ... 9 This 
letter to Bailey has special signifioanoe not only because of 
this parallel between beauty and poetry, but also because Keats 
at the same time develops a parallel between the world ot harsh 
reality and the ideal world ot poetry similar to the parallel 
developed almost two years later in the ROde to a Nightingale.· 
In this letter to Bailey, Keats contrasts the tar-trom-ideal, 
arbitrary rule of the Bis~op of Linooln with the ideal consola-
tions possible in art. ~ter cons.idering the ·impertinent llt 
treatment Which Bailey has received, Keats ories out tor a re-
course--a lItaomewhat human llt recourse--independent of what he 
refers to, presumably ironioally, as IItthe great Consolations of 
Religion· or ot lItuqdepraved Sensations.· This recourse is -the 
Beautiful· and "the poetical in all things· which might provide 
9 
"etters, I, 179. 
10 
a remedy for the "wrongs within the pale of the World." 
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!his synonymous use of beauty and poet~ by Keats is not 
surprising. In his early life, especially, love of beauty pre-
dominated and he wanted "8 thousand of those beautiful particles 
11 
to fill up my heart.- F.R. Leavis notes that Keats's "concern 
for beauty meant, at -any rate in the first place, a concentration 
upon the purely delightful in experienoe to the exolusion of 
12 
'disagreeables.'· 
However, that Keats's ooncern for beauty transoended the 
merely negative aspect of exoluding ftdisagreeables· can be 
gauged from his exclamation, -I never can feel oertain of any 
truth but from a olear perception of its Beauty.,13 and from the 
message of the urn, ·Beauty is truth, truth beauty." These 
s~ntiments ot Keats's oorroborate W.J. Bate's view that, for the 
Romantio, truth is grasped in or through the particular and that 
this truth is recognized ~y an imaginative and emotional oapacitJ 
14' 
rather than by a rational one. Keats's belief that truth oan 
10 Letters, I, 179. 
ll~ •• 403. 
l2F•R• Leavis, "Revaluations (IX), Keats,· Scrutiny (Maroh, 
1936), 387. 
13Lctters, II, 19. 
14Walter Jackson Bate, l£Qm Classic 12 Romantio (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1949), p. 94. 
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e tound througn tne perception ot beauty is a typically romantic 
ejection ot tne classical conviction tnat ethioal reason 1s the 
ide to trutn. However, Keats was able to admit new concepts 
d to develop his views to a maturity far in advance of simple 
commonplaces. In a letter ot 1819, Keats admits that, 
ltnough a superior being may recognize man's reasonings as 
rroneous~ these reasonings still may be enjoyed aesthetically a. 
ot mants instinct. ~ay there not be superior beings 
s.ed with any gracetul, thoUSh instinctive attitude my mind may 
all into, a8 I am entertained with the alertness ot a Stoat or 
he anxiety ot a Deer? Though a quarrel in the streets is a 
hing to be hated, the energies displayed in it are tine; the 
ommonest Man shows a grace in his quarrel--By a superior being 
reasoning[sJ may take the same tone--tnough erroneous they 
be tine.~l5 Likewise. poetry may be the tinest achievement 
icn man, tollowing his instincts, oan aOhieve; and it poetry 
is not so tine as philosophy it is because poetry is bounded by 
the real world of man, whereas philosophy deals with the ideal 
sphere ot truth. ~This 1s the very thing in which consists 
poetry; and it 80 it is not so tine a tning as philosophy--For 
,"'--
16 the same reason that an eagle is not so tine a tning as a truth." 
15Netter" II, 80-81. Editor's emenaation. 
l6Ibi • 
~----------
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Keats continues to say that truth is abstraot and that man oan-
not know it, for he can only oome in contaot with it through 
ob3eotive experience. In this passage, Keats seems to have 
distinguished between three worlds. the animal, the human, and 
the ideal. The eagle is the finest creature of the animal world, 
and truth is the finest quality of the ideal world. In the hum~ 
world, man oan only follow his instinct, but this instinct leads 
to a grace and a fine human energy. Poetry is a product of the 
human world. and. like it, *though erroneous· it .may be fine·--
at least as fine at the human level, as' is the analogous "alert-
ness of a Stoat* on the lower. animal level. 
Edward Bostetter uses this letter, together with Lamia, aa: 
support for his view that Keats eventually separated beauty from 
truth and found it increasingly difficult to aooept the consola-
tion of the urn. Bostetter states that in Lamia, Keats abandoned 
*all effort to defend poe~ry or the poetio vision as truth.· 
However, Hostetter oontinues, Keats retains his respect for 
philosophy in spite of his bitterness, and .. in Lamia he beoomea 
17 Apollonius. and regards his own poetry as beautiful but useless. 
This letter is interpreted differently by C.D. Thorpe, who 
writes that philosophy considers the faots and then judges on 
the basis of intrinsio and moral worth; but poetry merely 
17 Bostetter, -The Eagle and the Truth,~ 369. 
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delights in interpreting life as it is without oonsidering ulti-
mate values. Philosophy may be finer, but poetr,y can .best illu-
minate life. Philosophy is a means, not an end; it prepares the 
mind of the poet for an interpretation of life and enriches his 
18 poetry. 
Unfortunat.ely, no definitive interpretation of this passage 
is possible beoause, as is so stten the oase in Keatets letters, 
there is no 10g1cal syntactical relation among the sign1ficant 
parts. For example, in the all-important phrase ?:his !! !il!. 
~ th*n& 1n WOich oonsist! pgett~, there is no olear antece-
dent tor the word ~, which may explain the lack ot agreement 
among interpreters. However, although a logioal interpretation 
is not possible, the examples and images through whioh Keats ex-
presses his thought permit a general interpretation oonoerning 
the analogous worlds--animal, human, and ideal--eaoh of whioh is 
oapable of some speoial ~finenese· or ·beauty· whioh is its own 
·poetry. • 
This letter oontains one of the longest expressions of the 
oonfliot whioh Keats felt e.isted between poetry and philosophy. 
Besides the conoern that he felt.for the opposition between the 
poet and philosopher, discussed in the second chapter, he was 
concerned with the relative value of poetry and philosophy; and 
l8Thorpe, ~ Mind ~ ~ Keet!, pp. 100-101. 
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it 1s really impossible to separate these two aspects ot the same 
problem. 
Generally, as he matured, Keats became more and more tol-
erant ot philosophy, which as mentioned in Chapter II, he seems 
to conceive ot as a general knowledge and understanding of human 
nature end ot life, rather than any systematic philosophy. In 
his early poetic life he strongly preferred the ftauthenticity ot 
the imagination ft to "oonsequitive reasoning. ft19 Later, however, 
he admitted the value ot philosophy when he said. tThis is the 
very thing in which consists poetry; and if 80 it is not so fine 
20 
a thing as philosophy.- Keats realized that philosophy could 
be of some use to the poet when he wrote to Reynolds that the 
poet who writes without knowledge and understanding is -taIling 
oontinually ten thousand fathoms deep and being blown up again 
without wings,· while the poet who writes with knowledge and 
21 
understanding has wings apd need not fear. When he eventually 
came to question the value of poetry (~.&., in Lami,), he de-
oided that poetry built solely upon a love ot beauty could lead 
only to mere illusion, while poetry strengthened by philosophy 
and experience (~.g., in ~ F§ll 2! Ryperion) could enable the 
19 ~tter@t I, 184-185. 
20~., II, 80-81. 
21Igid., It 277. 
22 poet to pour "out a balm upon the World." 
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There remain only Keats's remarks upon the power of poetry 
end on the relative spheres of poetry and reality. There is one 
statement in Keats's letters whioh appea.rs to run counter to his 
more frequently expressed oonviction that poetry held the supe-
rior.plaoe. He writes to Reyv,olds in August, 16191 It ••• all 
my thoughts end teelings whioh are ot the selfish nature, home 
speoulations every day oontinue to make me more Iron--I am con-
vinced more and more day by day that fine writing is next to 
tine doing the top thing in the world; • • • I teel it in my 
power to become a popular writer--I feel it in my strength to 
23 
retuse the poisonous sutfrage ot a publio. A Taken by itself, 
the statement "fine writing is next to fine doing the top thing 
in the world" might possibly imply that Keats was placing 
statesmanship, military prowess, or other field of endeavor 
above poetry. However, tpe oontext, with its referenoes to 
"iron" and "strength to refuse," supports the view that by "fine 
doing" Keats means maintaining his poetic integrity without 
yielding to popular demand. I Such an interpretation reconciles 
this statement with Keats's usual view. That Keats accords the 
superior place to poetry is evident in such a comment as .(1 
22 ioetloal Work" p. 406. 
23 Letters, II, 146. 
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shall] prepare myself to ask Hazlitt in about a years time the 
best metaphysical road I can take.-For although I ta.ke poetry 
<oIOt~:) Chief, there is something also wanting to one who passea 
24 his lif. among Books." The poem -Fancy· upholds his view of 
the superiority of the world of the imagination over that of 
reality. The joys of nature decay; fancy can restore them, 
SUmmerts joys are spoflt by use, 
And the enjoying of the Spring 
Fades as does its blossoming; 
Autumn's red-lippfd fruitage too, 
Blushing through the mist and dew, 
Cloys with tasting& • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
Fancy, high-commission'dl--send her! 
She has vassals to attend hera 
She will bring, in spite of frost, 
Beauties that the earth hath lost, 
She will bring thee, all togeth~5' 
All delights of summer weather, 
And it is a commonplace of literary criticism that a refinement 
of this idea is presented in the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" where 
both the supremacy of art over nature and the timelessness of 
art are expresseda 
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard 
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ah, happy, happy boughs! that cannot shed 6 
Your leaves, nor ever bid the S)ring adieu. 2 
-24: ~etters, I, 274. Editor's emendation. 
25poetigal Works, p. 213. 
2o~.t pp. 209-210. 
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Keats's occasional misgivings about the ultimate value of 
poetry have already been mentioned. In an early letter to 
Bailey, Keats remarks that he is ·sometimes so very sceptical as 
to think Poetry itself a mere Jack a lanthern to amuse whoever 
may chence to be struok with its brilliance. w27 Keats feared, 
at times, that poetry was based, not on truth, but on illusion. 
Even the vision in the ftOde to a Nightingale- is soon over and 
"the poet is left alone with his ·sole self.- Again, the basic 
theme of Mfmia is that the artist who gives himself wholly to 
the dream world at illusion oannot survive an enoounter with 
reality. It reflects, says M.H. Abrams, Keats's -reourrent fear 
that the subject matter of his poetry 1s the vestige of a 
magical view of the world, vulnerable to the cold stare of rea-
28 
son." In view of Keatsts early death it is impossible to 
determine whether the distinction whioh Moneta makes in The l!ll 
£t ijYper10n between two kinds of poetry, dream poetry and true 
poetry, was the answer to his dilemma or whether he would oon-
tinue to be unoertain of the ultimate value of poetry. 
27 Matters, I, 242. 
28 Abrams, p. 308. 
CHAl'TER V 
AUDIENCE 
In this study the classification designated by the term 
lu~eDQ~ inoludes Keats's oonsideration of the effect of poetry 
on the reader and his views on the way in which this effect is 
aChieved. Of the four categories of poet, poem, poelrl, and 
Iydienqc. Keats has least to say about the audienoe. Suoh 
negle~t is not unexpected; for, a characteristio of the romantic 
age was 8. shift in emphasis, away from the eighteenth centu.ry's 
concern with what M.R. Abrams refers to as ·ordering the aim of 
the artist and the character of the work to the nature, the 
1 
needs, and the springs of pleasure in the audience. tt For the 
most part, Keats appears to be unoonoerned with his audienoe or 
with their reaction to his poetry. In 1818, he wrote to his 
publisher. ttpraise or blame has but a momentary effeot on the 
man whose love of beauty in the abstraot makes him a severe 
oritic of his own Works. tt2 He expresses a similar disinterest 
1 Abrams, ~ li~ror ~ the Lamp, pp. 20-21. 
2 Letters, I, ,73. 
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when he writes to Reynolds nearly a year latera *1 feel it in my 
power to become a popular writer--I feel it in my strength to 
refuse the poisonous suffrage ot a pUblic."' 
It would be un~ust to say wi'. thout qua.litication that Keats 
showed no interest in the public t for he sometimes spe8.ks of 
servioe to a .public.- In April, 1818 he writes that he ·would 
~ 4 jump down AEtna for any great Public good"; and two weeks later 
he saysa *1 find there is no worthy pursuit but the idea of do. 
5 1ng some good for the world.* However, the tenor of these re-
Marks suggests that by RYRlic Keats means mankind, or his fellow 
men, rather than the readers of his own works; for, in the same 
letter that he mentione jumping down Aetna, he also says I *1 
never wrote one single Line of Poetry with the least Shadow of 
6 public thought.-
Whatever Keats had in mind by *doing some good for the 
world,* it is olear that he did not mean the use ot poetry as a 
possible instrument for teaching, nor even as a persuasive de-
vice. In fa.ot, as was pointed out earlier in this study. he 
3~!tter§, II, 146. 
4 ~.t I, 267. 
5 ~ •• 271. 
6 '6 I.lU,d., 2 7. 
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disapproved of poetry intended for propaganda purposesl ~We hate 
7 poetry that has a palpable design upon us w; and, as he wrote to 
Shelley in 1820, if poetry "must have a purpose, which may be 
the God-!;!! .-e.rt;;;;...;;,.;;:;.i-.,st .. must serve Mammon." e 
What, then. did Keats oonsider to be the proper effeot of 
poetry? At most, he expeoted that poetry would have either a 
comforting influence, or an intellectually elevating effeot, or 
both, on the reader. He first indicated his conception of the 
effect of poetry in ·Sleep and ~oetryW (1817) where both the 
comforting and the intellectually stimulating effects of poetry 
ar8;mentioned. 
• • • the great end 
Of poesy, that it ehould be a friend 9 
To soothe the oares, and lift the thougftts of man. 
In the same poem he describes the great poets as those who "tell 
10 the most heart-easing things.- Another expression of this 
power to comfort that poe~ry possesses c~n be found in the 
famous opening lines of Endymi~a 
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever, 
Its loveliness inoreases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep 
7 lt~tter8, I. 224. 
8J;bid., II, 322. 
9Eget!oal Wgrk§. p. 48. 
10~. 
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A bower quiet tor us, and a sleep 11 
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathing. 
Keats also hints at this effeot of poetry in a letter ot 1818. 
Here he implies that poetry oan oomfort during times ot grief, 
whereas knowledge, probably, oannot. He writes to Reynolds that 
us 
"it is impossible to know how tar knowledge will oonsole (as) 
tor the death of a friend and the ill 'that flesh is heir to<o)--
With respeot to the affeotions and Poetry you must know by a 
12 
sympathy my thoughts that way." 
Botb "Sleep and Poetry· and Endymion were written at the 
beginning of Keats's poetio oareer. Yet, in his last major poe~ 
%QA !All 2t Hyperion. bis oonoeption of the etfeot of poetry 
remains the same. Poetry is a comforter ot mankind and the true 
13 poet is one who .pours out a balm upon the World." 
In Keats's poetry, then, the effeot of poetry most often 
mentioned is that of oomfort. In his letters, however, the more 
intelleotual effeot is desoribed. Although Keats did not oon-
sider poetry to be an instrument of learning. he did reoognize 
that poetry could stimulate the reader's thought and, perhaps, 
lead to profound meditation or noble aspirations. Early in his 
11 igetio84 Works, p. 55. 
l2~llleri' I. 277-278. Editor's emendations. 
13poe~iQal !2rks, p. 408. 
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poetio oareer he expresB.ed this idea in a letter to Reynolds. 
*1 have an idea that a Man might pass a very pleasant life in 
this manner--let him on any oertain day read a oertain Page of 
tull Poesy or distilled Prose and let him wander with it, and 
muse upon it, and reflect trom it, and bring home to it, and 
prophesy upon it, and dream upon it--until it beoomes stale--
but when will it do so? Never--When Man has arrived at a cer-
tain ripeness in intelleot anyone grand and spiritual passage 
serves him as a starting post towards all 'the two-and thirty 
14 Pallaoes [!i£J'* This idea--that poetry excites the mind to 
oontemplation--is evident both in Keats's first ·axiom- tor 
poetry, where poetry ·should strike the reader as a wording ot 
15 his own highest thoughts8; and in his remark upon *intensity,* 
where, in great art, a *momentous depth ot speoulation* is 
*exoitld.*16 Both ot these statements imply that the ftdepth of 
speoulation excited ft is at least a partial criterion of great 
art. It this effect is not produced upon the reader, then, in 
Keats's view, the work ot art is not a sucoess. 
With regard to Keats's views on the way in which poetry 
14 ~etter'. I, 231. 
l5l.l21d., 238. 
l6IW., 192. 
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makes its etfect, his only signifioant remarks ooour in the 
-axioms. and the statement about *intens1~y,· quoted at length 
17 in Chapter IV of this study. In this oonneotion it was 
pointed out that, aoo.ording to Keats, art achieves its etfeot 
by stimulating the thought of the reader (or viewer) and by 
oftering a blend of elements that is -exoiting,· but not 80 
excIting as to beoome *unpleasant." 
17 See pp. 57-59 above. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
It was stated in the introduction that the primary purpose 
ot this study would be, not to interpret Keats's poetiC prin-
Ciples anew, but, rather, to provide a olear and organized 
framework for an analysis of his critical remarks about his art. 
It was suggeste4 that an organization of Keats's critical state-
ments into four major divisions corresponding to the four key 
terms of ~, ~, pO!trl, and audience would present a pat-
tern trom which the prinoiples ot his aesthetio theory would 
emerge. 
It 1s clear. in review, that ot the four categories, Keats 
had the most to 8ay about the~. He was concerned with the 
cbaraoteristics of a great poet, witb disoovering the best way 
to secure suoh characteristics for himself, and with identifyin 
the function ot the poet. The charaoteristic that he mentions 
most frequently is the poetic imagination, a creative power 
through whioh the mind gains insight into reality not peroeived 
by ordinary men. For Keats, until the end of 1818 at least, 
the imagination perceived this reality--or trutb--by an 
76 
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1 
apprehension of its beauty. However, he frequently oonsidered 
the possibility that the imagination might not be as reliable a 
guide to truth as reason; for, as early as May of 1818, he wrote 
that imagination supported by knowledge was more reliable than 
2 imagination alone. Generally, Keats became more and more 
tolerant of reason and knowledge as be matured. This same tend-
ency to become more tolerant of reason and knowledge pertains 
also to his doctrine of negative capability. In December, 1817 
he wrote of the desirability of being ·in uncertainties, Mys-
teries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & rea-
; 
son"; yet in April" 1818, he wrote that he ·can have no enjoy-
4 
ment in the World but continual drinking of Knowledge.- There 
is one characteristic wnich Keats considered essential to the 
great poet and which, so far as can be determined from the 
evidenoe in his poetry and letters, he did not modify. the 
ability of the poet to lo~e his own identity and to assume the 
identity of the poetic objeot. In November of 1817 he wrote 
that ·if a Sparrow come before my Window I take part in its 
1 Lljtetl, II, 19. 
2~., I, 277. 
; n14., 19;. 
4 ~., 271. 
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5 
existenoe and pick about the Gravel-; and a similar sentiment 
is expressed by Moneta in ~ lI!! 2t Hxperion, whioh was writtaa 
at the end of 1819& 
'None can usurp this height,' return'd that shade, 
'But those to whom the miserie& ot the WOEld 
tAre misery, and will not let them reat.' 
These lines are a reminder ot another of Keats's thoughts upon 
the nature ot the poet. Sa he beoame oonvinoed of the neoessity 
for obtaining knowledge, he also realized that experienoe was 
important tor the poet; and, he hoped that this experienoe oom-
bined with his native imagination and his aoquired knowledge 
would eventually lead him to the understanding of nature whioh 
he so earnestly sought. 
Although it was third 1n the order in whioh the oategories 
were disoussed in this study, Keats's disoussion ot poetry--the 
nature ot the art itselt--oomes next to his discussion ot the 
~ in order ot magnitud~. In his disoussion ot RoetrY, Keats 
mentioned three elements whioh he oonsidered essential to great 
poetry, intensity, oontras~, and beauty. Intensity is a quality 
whioh is both objeotive and subjeotive. While th~ art objeot 
displays intensity--a unity or wholeness to whioh all elements 
oontribute--it also exoites intensity in the beholder--it allows 
5Letter!, I, 186. 
6Eoet1oal lorks, p. 406. 
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him to become intense without becoming uncomfortable. Contrast 
is a union of oppositesa an effective linking of contrary quali-
ties; and it serves the poet as light and shade serve the paintc 
Early in uia poetic career at least, Keats looked upon beauty--
the characteristic most frequently associated with his poetic 
theory--as a guide to truth. Later, when he admitted a possible 
7 
separation of the two, he remained steadfast in his love for 
beauty and he implied that, even if false, beauty could still be 
enjoyed aesthetically. Probably, the fluctuation in his belief 
in beauty as a guide to truth was due to a growing concern for 
what he referred to as ·philosophy· (knowledge and understanding} 
Judging from the evidence in his letters and in his poetry, it 
seems likely that, during his last oreative period (April througb 
September of 1819), Keats deoided that poetry built solely upon 
a love of beauty would lead to mere illusion, whereas poetry 
strengthened by philosophy. and experience ~ould give genuine 
comfort to the world. Although he most otten preferred the ideal 
world of poetry to the real world of existenoe, he ocoasionally 
felt uncertain of the ultimate value of poetry and feared that 
it would have little or no worth in an enoounter with reality. 
He devoted comparatively little attention to two of the 
oategories. those of ~ and audienoe- His critioism ot the 
7 See pp.63 ..... 65 above. 
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~ was more often general than speoifio. He preferred to dis-
cuss his impressions rather than to analyse details. However, 
he was ooncerned with detail in his own poems and he revised the 
oarefu1ly. In his letters, remarks about the poem refer prima-
rily to three elements. form, language, and subject matter. He 
fre,uently remarks on his searoh for the most suitable form, the 
most precise language, and the most proper subjeot matter. 
Keats had the least to say about the audienoe, the final 
category treated in this study; and, for the most part, he was 
unooneerned with the pleasure or displeasure of his personal 
audienoe. His few statements about the audienoe concern the 
proper effect of poetry. that is, that it should comfort man, or 
intellectually stimulate him, or, better yet, do both. 
It is evident from this study, end, indeed, from most other 
studies of Keats's thought, that, of the fou.r categories, the 
one dealing with the concept of the ~oet was the most important 
to him. Indeed, very few of his longer letters are without some 
referenoe to the nature of the poet. In view ot the time in 
which he lived, this concern is, of oourse, not unexpected; for, 
to repeat M.H. Abrams. -Almost all the major critics of the 
English romantic generation phrased definitions or key statements 
showing a parallel alignment from work to poet. Poetry is the 
overflow, utterance, or prOjection of the thoughts and feelings 
of the poet; or else (in the chief variant formulation) poetry 
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is defined in terms of the imaginative process which mod.ifie$· and 
synthesizes the images, thoughts, and feelings of the poet.~S 
In ad.dition to according first importance to the poet, Keats 
had certain other oharaoteristios in oommon with his fellow 
Romantics. a lesser interest in both the elements involved in 
the oomposition of the artifaot (the ~) and in the effeot of 
the work of art (the audieng,); an emphasis on the imagination as 
a perceptive faoulty; an almost total absorption of the poet in 
his work, and a preference for the ideal rather than the real. 
Besides providing evidence for the oharacteristics Keats had in 
common with other Romantios. this study shows that there are Bev-
eral oharaoteristics which distinguish Keats from them. his 
doctrines of negative capability and intensity; his denunoiation 
of the use of poetry tor the purposes ot selt-analysis and 
exhibitionism; the number of observations tound in his letters 
on the art ot poetry; and. the patient oonsideration and revisions 
of his own poetry evident in the manusoripts of his work. 
There has been a great deal of disoussion in recent critioaL 
works (and in this study also) of the contlict of ieese which oan 
be found in Keats's letters--the oonflict between such pairs 01' 
opposites as imagination and reason, negative capa.bility and 
knowledge, poet:r,-y and philosophy, and tile ideal and the real; 
S Abrams, ~ Mirror ~ the Lamp, pp. 21-22. 
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and much of the discussion has been devoted to Keats's gradual 
acceptance of the latter quality in each pair. However, con-
sidering the fragmentary character of the letters, the untrust-
worthiness of Keats's syntax, and those ·vagaries~ which he 
attributed to his own ·camelion- [w] nature, it is sometimes 
dangerous to attempt to demonstrate a consistent development. 
Keats t a tendency to be at times inconsis'tent can be illustrated 
by a selection of remarks on a single theme taken conseoutively. 
On November 22, 1817, he saidl I am the more zealous in this 
affair, beoause I have never yet been able to perceive how any 
thing can be known for truth by consequitive reasoning.*9 Then, 
on March 25, 1818, in an apparent ohange ot heart, he wrote. 
Oh never will the prize 
High reason, end the lore ot good and ill 
Be my award;l<D 
and he continued this thought in a letter written on April 24, 
1818, *1 know nothing I have read nothing and I mean to follow 
Solomon's directions ot 'get Wisdom--get understanding'--I find 
cavalier days are gone by. I find, that I can have no enjoyment 
11 in the World but continual drinking of Knowledge.- Yet, on 
911~lt~Dh It 185. 
10llW!. , 262. 
ll~., 271. 
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pecember 31, 1818, he apparently reverted to the sentiments 
~xpressed nearly a year before, -I oan never feel certain of any 
12 ~ruth but from a olear perception of its Beauty." Perhaps 
the safest oourse in tracing Keats's development would be one 
similar to that followed by Claude Lee Finney, who writes that it 
~s impossible ftto formulate a oonsistent philosophy of poetry 
~hich applies to all of his poems. In no two of his long poems, 
and in very few of his short poems, did he express the same ideal 
of life and poetry. In eaoh one of his poems, however, he ex-
pressed the ideas which he held on the day or days on whioh he 
composed it.~13 Despite the inconsistencies in the letters, 
there is olear evidenoe ot a struggle toward a position 
opposite to his starting point; and it is hoped. that this study 
indioates such a trend, as well as fulfilling its more important 
purpose of providing a methodioal organization of Keats's 
critioal prinoiples. 
12 L,tters, II, 19. 
l3F1nney, ~ Exgluti~ of ~eate' Poetry, I, vii. 
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